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editor’s note

The art of flight
Recently I had an epiphany… With a decent forecast of wind and waves
swinging in, I was all set for some full power windsurf action (those in
the know will be aware of my other sport dabblings). Watching the
weather buoys, whilst waiting for the tide to recede, it became clear
the wind was backing off and the sun was starting to shine. Come time
for me to bolt and breeze levels were lower than earlier but the waves
remained solid.
Upon arrival at the beach swell lines of the head high variety marched in
with a 15-knot cross shore wind puffing. Previously I wouldn’t have though
twice about grabbing my SUP surfing gear but over the last few seasons
I’ve been getting more and more into foiling. Both SUP and wind but with
wave consistency through summer not being particularly consistent round
this ‘hood, more so of the latter. Yet having a grasp of both was about to
pay dividends.
Heading out I used the little amount of blow to manoeuvre into position.
Spotting a wave with my name on I gave the sail a pump and dropped in,
instantly accelerating on foil massively. In fact, so much so I didn’t need
the sail at all.
Behind me a chunky lip pitched over as I swooped down the line, flagging
the sail and using the board/foil combo to glide (my SUP surfing/foiling
experience coming into play here), and eventually as the wave reformed,
carve a butter smooth cutback. Back up to lip, then it was turn back down
the line and do it all again! Joyous fun doesn’t even come close!
I’ll not lie: there were a few decent crashes but by and large this was one of the
best wave sessions I’d enjoyed in a long time. Encompassing all types of skill,
from surfing, SUP surfing, SUP foiling, windsurfing and windfoiling it felt
everything I spent a lifetime aiming to learn came together in that one session.
But my epiphany wasn’t so much about the session itself it was more to do
with foils. There’s simply no two ways about it: riding foils in any kind of
performance environment where wind and/or waves are being hunted, will
give you more time on the water, more fun on the water and ultimately
guarantee your sessions rather than you having to play Russian Roulette
with Mother Nature. No more will it/won’t it. If conditions are rubbish, you
still get a run out and it’ll be fun, no question! And of course, with the latest
craze of winging in the mix, there’s now another route to potentially follow.
In the past SUPM’s covered foiling to a limited extent. As of this point,
however, kit has improved dramatically and it’s now easier than ever to SUP
foil. Perhaps you’ll get involved and take on other elements of the foiling
discipline. The fact is: if you subscribe to waves and/or wind then foils in
this arena will give you SO much more than you were already getting.
For sure, racing, SUP surfing in standard mode, white water paddling,
downwind and most importantly recreational SUP all have their place and
are still important. And we’ll continue to seek out coverage of all these
aspects. But there’s no getting away from the fact that foils and foiling is
here to stay and therefore deserves more coverage.
For anyone interested in giving foiling ago but having lots of questions then
feel free to give us a shout. We’ll only be happy to help or point to a source
of reliable info. And if you’re really not fussed then enjoy your paddling as
you were. After all, SUPs still a great thing on its own.
Happy paddling/flying.
Tez Plavenieks, October 2019
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
Twitter: @tezwoz.
Instagram: @tez_plavenieks_sup_wind
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Waveslider Draper Corran Addison, Scott McGlashan, Hypr
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Old sport…
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New

SPORT
Words: Andrea Richardson and Sarah Thornely (Supjunkie)
Pics: Andrea, Supjunkie, @luke_hosty and @paddleleague
We were asked by Tez, editor of SUPM, for our thoughts on
how outrigger canoe (OC) and SUP complement each other.
Being completely new at the OC, this is our take on it:
Andrea:
One demo of a Woo Feline Outrigger Canoe (OC) and I was hooked on this paddle sport.
Like SUP, I had a huge smile when paddling this sleek canoe. I’m not alone in this one
test and instant love of OC. My SUP, OC friend and training partner Sarah took delivery of
her OC the same day as me and we have had a blast learning how to paddle them, in
particular entering our (not quite) Paddle Round Jersey race in August.
I have been asked if I have switched sports and the answer is definitely no! These two
sports go hand in hand, they are both paddle sports and whatever I do when training on
the SUP – the training crosses over to the OC. As a Naish rider (a brand that I love and if
Naish made OCs it would be awesome but they don’t – yet), I dedicate my time to
training in the gym and on the water on my Naish Maliko and Javelin and it’s great.
I feel it’s two for one training as SUP helps me progress with the OC and vice versa. I find
the OC a little less taxing on the body, so when I want an easy session but still want to
feel like I have worked hard and of course have a little bit of fun (particularly if it’s a bit
choppy), then the OC is my first choice. I love variety, and it keeps being on the water
interesting. Go on, try a new watersport, you may just love it.
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Quote from Samantha Rutt:
“I was lucky enough to be introduced to OC1/6 quite early in my SUP
journey and it’s the perfect cross training for it. Not only are you out on
the ocean learning to read the swell, waves and conditions but you are
doing it from a different view point which massively helps your
understanding of the ocean. The paddle SUP stroke is very similar, not
quite the same but a beautiful compliment to the ‘S’ stroke.
“I’m able to train my heart rate zones the same as SUP but can cover a
greater distance as it’s a whole lot faster!”
Sarah:
A chance meeting in Fuerteventura with
one of the best stand up paddlers of our
time, Sonni Honscheid, whom we had
watched gliding huge swells in the bay
on her OC, led two months later to taking
on a pretty big paddling challenge.
The surf trip in Fuerte led to a try out in
the OC by my SUP buddy Andrea, who
immediately felt a connection with the
OC and encouraged by her, I had the
opportunity to trial an OC1 at the Royal
Canoe Club on the Thames. It probably

family are determined to continue the
company that he set up ten years ago
and we are now proud to be part of the
Woo family.

took me about five minutes to decide
that I needed this craft in my life. We
decided to order our OCs from the
French outrigger manufacturer Woo
and the model we chose was the Feline.

Having paddled a SUP for seven years
but given up racing due to a lower back
injury, I was looking forward to how the
OC might look after my body. Before
going anywhere near the water, Andrea
and I invested in a land-based lesson
with someone who knows plenty about
the OC. Pete Holliday took us both
through safety and initial technique

Slightly shorter than the traditional
outrigger, it might be slightly slower on
the glide, but come the bumps – that’s
where it would perform!
Fast forward a month and despite the
very sad death of Guy Ringrave, the
founder of Woo, the company delivered
our precious craft to us in the UK. Guy’s
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and after a couple of hours I can safely
say that I was pretty spooked – don't
be fooled – OC is much more
dangerous than SUP and if you are on
your early journey, I would encourage
you to seek out this information too.
Thank goodness we immediately had
the chance to get on our canoes after
the lesson and head out for some
paddling to settle the nerves. I have to
say, I have used every one of Pete’s
tips and tricks and they have been
invaluable and in the long run have
given me a huge amount of confidence
on the water.
The OC is a very light craft and even
though it is over 15-foot long, it’s
pretty easy to pick up once you know
how. It’s delicate too, so needs careful
looking after but I can put it on and
off the van on my own
(unless there is a gale
blowing).
The first difference you
notice between OC and
SUP is the glide! These
canoes are made to
fly through the water
– the shape of the
hull gives that away.

Rudder
There is a rudder on the OC and for me
personally that has taken a huge amount
of pressure off my lower back. If I am
paddling a side wind/chop for 5km I can
paddle on both sides of the OC and use the
rudder as a directional and balancing tool.
The paddle stroke is similar but not exactly
the same but, in some ways, feels so much

easier. You move quickly through the water
and that in itself is one of the dangers. It’s
quite easy to suddenly find yourself 2-3km
out to sea without realizing it!

waves has given me such a thrill and
learning when and where to come off those
waves will stand me in good stead for some
proper downwinding.

Connection

History

I have also learned so much more about
the ocean. You feel more connected to it
because you are almost sitting in it and
when the swell is there you are ‘within’ the
sea – sometimes quite literally! Learning all
about the ‘huli’, how to capsize and recover,
is a vital part of your learning – we dedicate
time to this in full paddle kit and all waters,
so that we know it CAN be done when
actually needed.

I also love the history of the OC which
makes me feel more connected to my craft.
There are many traditions and ceremonies
which are steeped in history.
Many paddlers from the UK and around the
world have either come from an OC
background or have now
discovered it as a
great

With a full two litres of water in your
hydration pack and wearing your buoyancy
aid, it’s not as easy as you think. I think the
kite and wind surfers down at Hayling,
when it was perfect conditions for them
recently, must have thought we were mad
just going in and then to be throwing
ourselves out of the OC!

cross-training
exercise or just for pure fun on the ocean.
There are traditional clubs in the UK as well
as some newer, more pioneering ones – I
can’t thank the guys from the
Bournemouth Outrigger Canoe Club (BOCC)
for their help and advice recently and am
very much looking forward to going out
with the crew on the OC6.

The other thing I have learned very quickly
is that the outrigger is made for the sea. No
more flat water paddling for me, I shall
save that for my SUP. It comes alive on the
sea and you can get on the ocean in much
tougher conditions too. Did I mention the
glide and the bumps – being out on the
sandbar at Hayling and catching those
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Quote from Pete Holliday:
“For me Outrigger adds so much to the experience of paddling full stop. In its
raw form it is the birth place of paddle sports. The second I sat in an outrigger
for the first time it just felt ‘right’. You have an amazing connection with the
ocean (your hands are in it and you’re sat low and amongst it). It helps with
technique/stroke development, as you remove the standing balance issues of
SUP. It’s more balanced and powerful, but all the fundamentals of paddling
cross over to SUP too. It’s also way more accessible and versatile as you can
paddle upwind into 20+ knots and then come flying back downwind. This
versatility means more water time, which in terms means improvements in
paddling, fitness and more fun.”
13
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I also entered the 14-mile Round Hayling
Island Challenge in mid-September and was
first lady across the line for the OC1s,
though it was a small fleet – just Rhiannon
Stiling and me but as they say, “In it…”

miles in what can be pretty fierce
conditions. This year was no exception and
conditions were so tough that the
organizers had a plan B and C situation.
Nearly 30km of paddling was achieved in a
two-stage challenge and the first 12km
were in some of the toughest conditions I
have paddled on the ocean. Tim Rowe from
Jersey guided us round a gnarly headland
with huge rip and standing waves which
was both scary and exhilarating. An
adventure never to forget. I would never
have attempted an endurance event on my
SUP but look forward to many more hours
spent on my new favourite craft, the
Outrigger Canoe.

Such early days with the OC and so much to
learn but my body is thanking me for it – I
also believe I will be a better stand up
paddler on the ocean due to the skills I am
learning on the OC and on getting back on
my SUP after may hours on the OC? Yes, I
still love it! My competitive spirit and
training have been reignited and I am
excited to stretch myself once again. If you
see me out and about on the water and
want to have a go on the OC, just ask!

Thanks
Thanks to Sam and Pete who have contributed to this article with a few sentences on how they feel OC
and SUP are linked. Check out a great article previously in SUPM by people with far more experience
than us – you can find it online here: https://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/sup-and-outrigger-canoeing/
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HIGH PERFORMANCE OCEAN NECESSITIES

COFFEE TABLE

AMAKUA

KAIMANA

HELE

MALOLO

MANUA KEA

OHANA

GUN

PONO

PRE ORDER FOR 2020 COLLECTION NOW AVAILABLE
Packages include full carbon fixed paddle, fins,
leash and board bag. Prices start at £750
Sizes range from:
7’0” x 23” x 3 1/2“ to 14’0” x 24” x 51/8“

Est. 2003

hyprnalu.co.uk
+44 (0)1202 091868
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SUP city trip to…

Oslo
Words: Dirk Herpel
Pics: Klaas Voget and Dirk Herpel
State of the art architecture and awe-inspiring nature are just a few
paddle strokes apart in Norway’s capital city. It is absolutely
obvious why Paulina Herpel, Vallentin Illichmann and Klaas Voget
didn’t hesitate in deciding to pay a visit to Oslo with their SUPs.
Pure sunshine!
We knew about the long days and short nights of northern Europe from our various trips
to Denmark, but summer in Norway pumped what we knew to a new higher level. After
the long journey to our vacation home, it felt strange seeing the sun had still not quite
sunk completely against the deep blue sky. It was, after all three hours past midnight.
Well, we wouldn’t need to turn any lights on to have a look at our new home in the
picturesque cove just outside of Oslo. As the old wooden floorboards creaked underneath
our feet, we knew, this house definitely had a history. Vallentin commented, “Look, there
is even a trap door leading down to the basement, just like in so many horror films…”
Klaas then said, “Oh leave it for now, we can check out what is down there later. We are
meeting Inga tomorrow morning and still have a ways to go until we reach the city.”

17
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Iceberg ahead

stands in an old factory dating back to 1913
offer anything the heart desires, from
hearty meals to sweet desserts.

Four hours later, Paulina, Vallentin, Klaas,
Siggi, who would film the three Pros on their
Oslo trip and I, who would assist Klaas with
the photography, were sitting together at
breakfast. The sun was up, or had it even
set? The car was packed quickly and after a
few tunnels and curves (straight roads seem
to be pretty rare here) we parked in front of
the SrfSnoSk8 Shop owned by Helge, an old
friend of Klaas.

Royal Norwegian Yacht Club
“What is that smell… like a farm?“ On our way
to the Yacht Club and the Fram Museum,
both on a small peninsula in the Oslo Fjord,
we pass green fields and farms, that one
really wouldn’t expect so close to the big city.
In Oslo, one notices right away that Norway
doesn’t really belong to the poorest of
countries in the world. There is construction
and renovation going on every corner and
thanks to generous government subsidies,
there seem to be more electric cars than
anywhere else in Europe. The downside for
the environment is that the funding for these
subsidies comes from mining fossil fuels off
of Norway’s coast. However, on the positive
side, one notices straightaway how quiet a
city full of electric cars is.

Just around the corner, right on the water,
stands our first destination, the opulent
Opera house. “Hei, hyggelig å se deg,”
greeted Inga, our guide for the day. We
discovered later, that she was really from
Finland, but had been living in Oslo for the
past few years. When she is not paddling
around on her SUP, you can probably find
her teaching yoga in her own yoga studio. It
was only 09.00 in the morning, but the sun
was already beating down on us… the cold
north, right!

We drive further into the city. We want to paddle a
section on the Akerselva, the river flowing right
through Oslo

This summer it seems that clouds are the
exception to the rule, and accordingly, not
far from the Opera house, the Sørenga
Sjøbad, a public swimming pool with a
sunbathing area, wooden pier and much
more, is already packed. The Cruise ship
terminal just opposite supplies us with a few
nice waves whenever one of those big fat
ships dock, making it a perfect starting
point for our discovery tour. We pump up
our boards on the pier and paddle over to
the huge white building. It is completely
constructed of white marble and ‘slides’ into
the water on one side. The architect’s idea
was to make it seem like a floating iceberg
in the middle of the sea. ‘She lies’ is the
name of the floating sculpture in front of it.
Even though we probably got closer to this
construct of glass and steel than most
visitors, she didn’t tell us anything about
those lies. Lying directly at the harbour wall
was another small float, holding up a little
house with a big chimney. “That is a Kok, a
floating Sauna, very popular here,” explains
Inga. But at 30 degrees in the shade, we
most willingly pass on that. We prefer to cool
off and swim another lap around the fjord.
Then we drive further into the city. We want
to paddle a section on the Akerselva, the
river flowing right through Oslo. It doesn’t
make much sense to paddle it all the way,
as there are about 20 waterfalls in it, some
smaller, some bigger. We choose a nice
stretch close to the market halls of Oslo.
They lie directly on the river and one can
eat here at almost reasonably cheap prices,
for Norway, anyway. A variety of small
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“It’s the excitement of
racing and really, I love
the whole experience.
For all of us that race,
we're having the time
of our lives.”
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At our next stop, we also notice, that a few of
Oslo’s citizens must have well stocked bank
accounts. At the Royal Norwegian Yacht
Club we discover one fancy yacht after
another and the outer lying villas, all with
breathtaking views of the fjord, aren’t bad to
look at either. As we paddle past them, we
can, at least in this sun-shiny-moment,
easily imagine living here for a while.

our house from the other side… not exactly
causing our spirits to rise, as it means a
detour of almost one hour. But, whatever, it
can’t be changed and at least we get to see
more of our great surroundings before we
fall exhausted but with many new
impressions into bed. But before we fall
asleep, we vow to pay more attention to
the street signs!

Full of history

Pure nature

We make a stop directly in Front of the Fram
Museum, home of the Fram, ‘the world’s
strongest polar vessel’. The Fram enjoys its
legendary reputation as the only ship in the
world to travel the furthest north and south
during three polar expeditions. We are
perfectly satisfied visiting it by water and
paddle a bit further around the fjord. Even
though the sun is still high in the sky, we
near the end of a long, long day. We pack up
our boards and start our journey back. “Did
anyone see what that sign read? Is it
possible, that the tunnel we need to cross
closed ten minutes ago?”

“Good morning everyone, breakfast is
ready!” You can’t be a late sleeper if you
want to shoot beautiful pics. The smell of
fresh coffee fills the house, okay, time to
get up – even if it is hard to. No long car
ride before getting on the boards today. It
is as if almost every Norwegian house is
built directly on the waterfront and has its
own dock and matching water vehicle.

Nobody did, but it becomes obvious a short
time later, that it is exactly our tunnel that
has to be repaired exactly today. So, we
have to get back to Oslo and then drive to

21
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Our small mansion, we are guessing that it
once belonged to the owner of the
neighbouring shipyard, is no exception.
From the terrace it is only a few metres
down to the bay. Paulina says, “It is really
beautiful with all of these impressive rocks
in the water and the cliffs that seem to fall
vertically into the water.”

https://goo.gl/maps/R7tNTffrnt2kWr8t7

Info:
General info:
www.visitnorway.com
Fram Museum:
http://frammuseum.no
Streetfood
www.vippa.no
www.mathallenoslo.no
Floating sauna:
www.kokoslo.no
Surfshop:
www.srfsnosk8.no
Vacation homes:
www.novasol.de

Or, more realistically, does the computer
control the newly installed sprinkler
system? There are pros and cons to each
scenario and we are still speculating the
possibilities when we board the ferry on that
late sunny evening.

We are practically alone on the water and
have the whole fjord to ourselves, even
though 40 percent of Norwegians live in this
part of the country and the waterway
leading toad from Oslo is one of the most
used routes in the north. It is worth it to get
up early sometimes.

The answers will have to wait until our next
visit to Oslo, that much is certain. We
absolutely must come here again. After all,
there are 40 islands and 343 lakes
surrounding Oslo to be discovered and the
mixture of the unique nature adventures and
ultra modern city is simply just cool.

Back home after an extensive tour, it is
finally time to see what is hiding behind the
trap door in the basement. A table, a chair
upon which stands a dust covered but
running computer. Is this house a secret
Norwegian army base? Is the owner a spy?
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Club profile with Anna Nadolna of…

SUPer
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Whale
Interview: SUPM
Photos: Anna Nadolna, SUPer Whale and Peter Tranter

Tell us a little about the history of SUPer Whale – when did it
start, why did it start and who are the founding members?
SUPer Whale originated from a kook’s surf dream. Being based in Cambridge, I’ve
been travelling to Newquay every Summer to learn to surf and there has never been
enough time to solidify my progress and each year I was basically starting to learn
from scratch. In 2010 I tried SUP for the first time and I’ve become hooked for life.

From humble beginnings on my first soft top SUP
board, I’ve started posting my paddleboarding
adventures on Facebook. Soon these stories started
generating interest and a couple of years in, from two
paddlers on River Cam, the community has grown to an
amazing vibrant SUP hub.
SUPer Whale has organically grown into what it is today, a community
driven initiative and a platform to introduce new people to SUP. I’m the Founder of
SUPer Whale and an ISA accredited SUP Flat Water Instructor and this Fall I’ll be
returning to Bournemouth to complete my ISA Open Water SUP Instructor Course
with Andy Joyce of Surf Steps.
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What made you think there
was a need for a SUP club in
your area and why
is Cambridge so good for SUP?

How many members
does SUPer Whale have and
What are the benefits of
joining such a community?

There was definitely a need for sharing the
SUP stoke with other paddlers, more than
anything else. To learn from each other,
test different boards, exchange SUP ‘hacks’
and awesome SUP routes. Cambridge and
the surrounding Fenlands are a perfect
location with plenty of flat water and
picturesque SUP spots to explore. There
are of course the iconic routes such as ‘The
Backs’ along Cambridge’s colleges, which
a unique paddleboarding experience.

Collaboration is SUPer important to me, and
I’ve teamed up with really cool SUP riders
on various projects including Jay SUP
Manning, Scott McGlashan of Daddyboards
and built great relationships with
innovative dudes in the UK SUP community
such as David Walker of Paddle Logger. We
have recently held two SUP racing clinics
with the UK’s pro SUP athlete Ben Pye
which attracted a lot of paddlers who
wanted to amp up their paddleboarding
game. We’ve also welcomed to Cambridge
the Founders of LIVE LOVE SUP, a global
SUP movement and social enterprise, and
this spontaneous meet-up turned into a
great social SUP.

What sacrifices have to be
made for running a successful
SUP community?
I’m working full time so juggling work in a
fast-paced start-up environment with a
side hustle of building a SUP brand and
community is challenging. It’s a relentless
process, I’m very focused on providing
value to our community both through
engaging content and new SUP meet-ups,
gigs and opportunities. Safety is
paramount to me and there are occasions
that I’m pretty stressed as the weather
conditions don’t align but you still want to
go out with new riders and SUP. So finding
that balance between sharing SUP stoke
and accepting limitations out of your
control is crucial.
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What plans does SUPer
Whale have moving forwards?
Building a SUP racing squad is my
ultimate dream. I want to keep driving the
SUPer Whale community by launching
new exciting projects, social meet-ups and
inviting pro SUP athletes to our turf. A lot
of paddlers who have started their SUP
adventure with SUPer Whale, have now got
their own boards and are doing epic stuff
including strong performance on the UK
SUP racing scene. The dream would be to
form a SUP racing team
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I would also love to see SUPer Whale
growing into an emerging, sustainable
watersport brand attuned to innovative
tech trends shaping the future of SUP
industry. I’ve got ambitious plans for
SUPer Whale and I’m always open to new
ideas and opportunities.

We’re seeing increasing
numbers of stand up paddle
clubs springing up all over the
UK. How do you go about setting
up your own? Do you have to
consider things like insurance
and liability implications if you
want to start a club?
SUPer Whale has been on the scene for a
while now and with the sport growing this
fast on a global scale, you’ll see more new
clubs springing up. I think it’s important
to get the foundations, the basics right,
get trained by professional coaches and
obtain recognised and trusted
certifications and rescue awards to take
people on water to ensure their safety.
You need to consider a lot of things
including water licence so it’s more
complicated than one may think. Then
you have to spend a lot of
time on water yourself in
various conditions
constantly assessing
risks before you even
think of starting to take
people out.

World Championships in Denmark where I
took part in the Copenhagen SUP
Crossing. We had a nice chat about SUP,
the community and culture. Then I saw
his boards and I was so impressed by the
design and inspired by his vision. In a
saturated SUP board market, to see this
level of attention to detail, the
quality and craftsmanship is
remarkable. I’m pumped to be
representing Yster SUP brand
in the UK.

If you could go back to the start
what would you do differently a
second time around?
I consider SUPer Whale as a grassroots startup and there’s this saying, “Done is better
than perfect.” I guess I would have moved
even faster, without losing what SUPer
Whale is all about: people who love to SUP.

How did the deal with Yster SUP
come about?
I met Per Valbo, Founder of Yster SUP, a
Swedish SUP brand designing premium
coastal SUP boards, during the 2017 ISA
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Finally a little about you with some of our
quickfire questions:
If you could SUP with anyone in
the world dead or alive who
would it be?

Your favourite SUP spot:

I’ve been quite lucky to have paddled both
with and alongside some awesome pro SUP
athletes including one of the most of
badass female riders, Izzi Gomez, then Ben
Pye, Christian Andersen aka Polar Bear,
Sean Poynter, Ryan James, Marie
Buchanan… It would be great to paddle with
Fiona Wylde and Annabel Anderson.

Favourite piece of SUP gear:

Which famous person would
you most like to see play you in
a film?
Jillian Bell, American comedian and actress,
with a similar goofy, geeky wit and energy.

If we came to your house for
dinner, what would you prepare?

Houghton Mill and River Ouse,
Cambridgeshire.

A feast with the all-time Polish favourites
accompanied with Sliwowica (plum brandy)
– a lot of it. We’re known for our hospitality.

Yster SUP 12’6 iSUP.

Finally, any shout outs?

Favourite SUP discipline:

Massive shout out to my ISA Coach Andy
Joyce of Surf Steps, a true waterman, my
mentor and the most knowledgeable and
laid-back SUP and surf dude I have ever met.
To Per Vallbo, Founder of Yster SUP for
believing in SUPer Whale and supporting us
with epic SUP boards. To Mathieu Astier of
TotalSUP, a visionnaire combining both
worlds I’m stoked about: SUP and
entrepreneurship. To the UK’s SUP legend Jay
Manning aka JSUP and Sarah and Mark of the
GBSUP Team. Massive mahalo to the entire
SUP community and all cool SUP dudes and
dudettes we’ve met along the way!

Flat water SUP but with some chop. After
catching some ankle slappers this summer,
I’m determined to learn to SUP surf… and
then try some foil too.

An ideal night out for you is?
Netflix and some science fiction movies.

What one luxury item would
you take with you on a desert
island?
My phone.

Do you have a bucket list of
SUP locations:
Chicama in Peru and the Marble Caves
in Chile.

What would I find in your fridge
right now?

Thank you Anna and all the very best
luck for the future and SUPer Whale.

Homemade Polish cucumbers in brine.
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MINI Guide…
Intro

A Jewel in the crown of British
paddling must be the worldfamous Jurassic Coast.
Elaine Farquharson

Background
The geological features are
very pleasing to the eye
with extremes of towering
cliffs like Golden Cap to the
rolling sand dunes of
Studland. The cliffs are formed
with many striated layers of
ancient rock folding and
shaping features
like Durdle Door and
Lulworth Cove. The waves
battering the cliffs helped form
the stacks of old Harry, whilst
Portland’s majestic rock is
dragged by the sea along
Chesil beach to create our best
example of long-shore drift,
reminding us all of our
childhood studies in
geography.

https://goo.gl/maps/SpE6vtXBiRqhUeTT9

Stretching from Exmouth to Studland
this 154km section of coastline is
internationally one of the world’s most
fascinating geological wonders. From the
days of Mary Anning, Lyme bays famous
fossil hunter, explorers have been visiting
and studying the living cliffs, which erode
to expose the secret surprises of our 185million-year-old natural history.

For the tidal paddler these
features create something far
more special as the
sea ebbs and flows over and
around the rocks. It makes
some of the most interesting
and challenging water features
to enjoy. Swell forms huge
waves off Kimmeridge ledges
or consistent downwind bumps
from Weymouth to
Ringsted bay. Headlands bend
the tide to create
challenging races around the
Isle of Portland, and various
exposed headlands such as
Anvil Point. Our natural
harbour of Poole and our saltwater lagoon at Portland Fleet
provides sheltered water, but
they can also have sections
with interesting currents where
the water creates eddy's, boils
and seams to play on.
There's really something for
everyone to enjoy and
explore but planning and
navigation should always be
respected along this
infamous and dramatic stretch
of coast.
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the Jurassic Coast
Lyme Bay to Seatown (8 km)

becomes mud and silt which needs careful
planning as sections can dry out and leave
you stranded as the ground is too soft to
walk on. It’s important to time the tide
correct and normally about an hour prior to
slack at high tide especially on springs
should enable you to get up and back
safely. Must not forget to mention the firing
range always check before you go!

This is an 8km A to B paddle starting at the
picturesque harbourside of Lyme Regis with
its many fantastic cafes and restaurants, a
Dorset food lovers oasis. Follow the exposed
coastline with its overhanging cliffs to the
idyllic Charmouth Bay and paddle out past
the honey coloured Golden Cap, which is the
highest point on the Jurassic Coast. Egress
at Seatown via its steep beach. This whole
section is exposed to large dumping beach
swell and cannot be landed on in a feisty day.
It is a moderate trip when tide, swell and
weather are respected.

Isle of Portland
Park at Chesil beach and take out at Portland
Castle or vice versa. This is the most
challenging navigational section of water
along the Jurassic coast and is famous in its
yacht racing for being notorious. The
headland of Portland although beautiful
houses the iconic Portland Bill lighthouse for
a very good reason. It has a series of large
exciting tidal races and the flow can be
running above 30 knots with recirculating
eddies, which are challenging in themselves.
So, this trip needs careful coastal planning to
ensure the safest line and most efficient
journey is achieved. That said the marine life
and scenery are spectacular and if you are
lucky on your return, you’ll be greeted by the
Portland dolphin.

The Fleet
Park at Ferry Bridge and launch on
Portland Harbour making sure you have
paid your harbor duties first. Paddle into
the salt-water lagoon under Ferry bridge
itself to enjoy the fast grade I flow where
you can practice your white-water skills of
breaking in and out, S-turns down stream or
ferry gliding. This section and the narrows
have a rocky bottom and there are fantastic
oysters farmed and served up locally from
here. Past the narrows the mid fleet is a site
of special scientific interest and the floor
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Portland to Ringstead
On a calm day Weymouth Bay is a
fantastic sheltered water location with soft
golden sand and shallow waters, however
on a stormy day this is a downwinder
playground as the shape of the bay lends
itself to a number of run angles and offers
consistent bumps to ride. A classic run
from Portland Billy Winters through the
harbour wall and onto Ringstead offers
variety and plenty of challenging features.
The sea ramps up as you get nearer the
wall and the narrow entrance starts to
create peaks and troughs of clapotis
making the water messy and SUP
boarding becomes more like a rodeo. You
pass through the entrance and the bumps
open out into consistent green waves all
the way over to Ringstead. However, about
halfway the water can become messy as
side swell can come in causing the
features to mix. Landing is also a
challenge with the swell due to surf
forming over the reef at high waters or
with rocks on show in low waters.
Photo: Portland Bill.
Copyright: Jurassic Coast Trust

surf waves at various sections, giving all
types of SUP boarders fantastic park and
play opportunities. The bonus of this
location is the rips allow you to paddle out
on the flat ready for the perfect set to kick
up but watch the ledges as you can be
dumped onto rock so it’s not for the faint
hearted amongst you.
This is a serious surfer and locals’ location
so please use good etiquette as the
dynamics between surfers and SUPers are
friendly. If you are looking for something a
bit kinder try Ringstead at high tide or
Bowleaze at low tide as it will give you a
gentler experience however surf intervals
tend to be close together at these locations
and you will need to battle the oncoming
waves of course.

Photo: Durdle Door.
Copyright: Richard Harpham

Lulworth to Durdle Door
(8 km)
An 8km round trip starting at Lulworth.
Launch via the slip way to enjoy the most
iconic trip along the coastline. This has
the best examples of striated
rock formation, and of course our most
photographed sea arch is here. The cove
itself is ideal as a sheltered water venue
however exiting the cove exposes you to
the swells and open water of the Jurassic
coast. There are limited places to land once
on the paddle with your
main options being Man of War Bay or
Durdle Door beach itself.

Swanage and Old Harry
Launch at Studland car park to paddle past
the rolling dunes and the nudist beach
before taking in the majestic sights of the
stacks of Old Harry. There are tidal races
here during spring tides, however on a
gentle day at slack water it can
remain pretty tranquil. Continue paddling
along the exposed cliffs onto Swanage is
committing as there is not
many opportunities to get off the water
along this exposed section of coast,
however the cliffs and wildlife are simply
breathtaking.

The paddling is generally straight forward if
you get the tide, weather and swell correct
as there aren’t overfalls or races to worry
about making this a superb trip for the
intermediate open water paddler. Did I
mention there’s another firing range here
only this time you would have to dodge
shells and rockets from heavy artillery, best
double check before you set off.

Kimmeridge
Launch via the small wild harbour with
facilities and parking for £5. This is an
advanced SUP boarder’s paradise. The rock
ledges ramp up the swell to create clean
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Photo: Old Harry Rocks, Purbeck.
Copyright: Jurassic Coast Trust

Poole Harbour and
Brownsea Island

you will also need to pay but it’s well worth it
for the fabulous cream tea, red squirrels and
cheeky peacocks.

Launch at Sandbanks to paddle over
to Brownsea island making a direct crossing
of the busy boat channel before enjoying the
tranquility of the south of the island opposite
Arne Nature Reserve. There are more islands
to enjoy in this wilder section up towards the
Wareham River Estuary, however landing is
normally restricted on these so please check
your maps first. To land on the jetty of Brown
Sea Island, which is a National Trust location

As you come back round the north of the
island, Poole town comes into view and the
busy marinas of the neighbouring yacht
clubs with their copious swinging
moorings can be admired. Coming back
towards Sandbanks and the shallows, make
sure you catch the colourful sight of many
sails as it’s a windsurfing and kiteboarding
mecca.

Photo: Landram Bay, East Devon.
Copyright: Jurassic Coast Trust

A knowledge of tides and
weather is essential
I guess the key message here is this coast
is simply stunning, and well worth a
visit, but it’s something to appreciate and
respect. The Jurassic coast is exposed, it
isn’t a beginner’s venue except Weymouth
Bay, Wareham River or the sheltered
section of Poole Harbour.
Good coastal navigation, a knowledge of
tides and weather is essential. British
Canoeing run some very good courses on
this to help SUP boarders, however there
are other courses through the RYA, ASI too.
If you’re journeying take safety kit with
you. Inform the coast guard if you are
heading out in more challenging
conditions. Let them know your route and
your ETA. Make sure you inform someone
on land of your trip and return too. Be safe
out there but have bucket loads of fun!
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oceanspecific
oceanspecificsup
www.oceanspecific.com

Photo: Sarah Thornely (SUPjunkie)
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Blackfish Paddles

Passion. Quality. Performance

High Quality, Hand Crafted
Carbon SUP Paddles

We design, manufacture & distribute
high quality, handcrafted SUP
paddles.All our blades and handles
are handcrafted in our factory in
Thailand using the highest quality
materials. Our manufacturing
processes ensure your paddle will
not only look great but will provide
an exceptional paddling experience.
www.blackfishpaddles.com www.getonthewater.co.uk/blackfish
Distributed in the UK and Europe by UK Watersports Ltd blackfish@ukwatersportsltd.co.uk

Robson, Zegul and Tahe Marine products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk
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A love of the water…

Behind the brand
Daddyboard’s Scott McGlashan
Words: Scott McGlashan, Founder
Pics: cenemagazine.co.uk and Scott McGlashan

Daddyboards was born from a love of the water. It originally started as a blog to document my travels and
adventures. My family – me (Scott), partner, Louise and children Holly and Joe – have regularly been making
trips in our campervan for paddle board and surfing adventures, from the south west tip of Cornwall to the
beautiful and rugged landscapes of Scotland. I have been involved in the Kent SUP scene for many years,
and whilst I’m often found paddling in and around Kent, I’m most at home in the surf.
I started my working life as a carpenter before moving into social work eight years ago. Having worked in
residential care settings with vulnerable young people and now in holistic family support, I saw there was
an opportunity to bring the world of family support/social work and water sports together. It was then that
my blog, Daddyboards, grew to its current focus on handmade balance trainers (made by yours truly) and
paddle board tuition across Kent.
41
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The balance trainers started off as a way for me to satisfy the desire of
surf in flat spells or land locked days. They help to develop skills,
stamina and target specific muscle groups for snowboarding, skating
and paddle boarding, all in the comfort of your home. In addition to
this, the boards are versatile enough to be incorporated into home and
gym workouts. The benefit of balance training is well documented and
is often recommended for the rehabilitation of injury to joints, muscles
and tendons. Balancing on our trainer targets not only the key muscles
in any given exercise, but also the supporting muscles and tendons
surrounding it. This can help stabilise joints and build core stability,
strengthening and conditioning holistically.

The benefit of balance
training is well
documented and is often
recommended for the
rehabilitation of injury to
joints, muscles and
tendons

We are able to offer balance trainers that can be fully customised – we
can tailor colours, graphics, size and shape for you. We are also
constantly innovating new products into our range, including our
unique surf inspired balance trainers.
Alongside building balance trainers, I deliver paddle boarding tuition
across Kent. The lessons are unique and engaging, and through my
experience in social work I incorporate ways to support young people,
families and adults through various teaching techniques and formats.
In my current role, I often come across young people who cannot manage
to engage in mainstream education. This can be due to facing
adversity in their childhood or having a medical diagnosis
such as ADHD or physical impairments. I have seen
first-hand the gap and need for tailored, engaging
education that differs from the norm. Using some of the
strategies I’ve learnt over the years, I aim to create an
inclusive learning experience in our paddleboard lessons
where all types of learning styles are considered. We use
different techniques, but above all else, the lessons are
adapted to the learners in a fun and engaging way.
I have written and created various support packages in my
time as a social work manager, from co-parenting courses to
social anxiety groups. One of my
passions is supporting people
experiencing difficulties and ways
to help them cope. This can
include building awareness of
causes of behaviour and
positive strategies to
manage them.
It is apparent that whilst
therapy for these families
is effective, services are
vastly under resourced
and the waiting lists
only seem to get
longer. This can often
be compounded
through selfmedication, and
drug and alcohol
misuse. The longterm impact can
be severe, and
children who
have
experienced
adversity are
recognised to
have effects on
their health
and behaviour

Photo: cenemagazine.co.uk
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sessions to improve family dynamics.
Although we offer mobile tuition we have
been fortunate enough to work with a
supportive venue (Leybourne Lake
Watersports Centre, Kent) who are keen to
support our activities. We couldn’t be more
grateful to have this backing for our goals.
They also have a great setup in a stunning
location - well worth checking out!

for their entire life. These individuals are in
fact more likely to experience heart disease,
COPD and type 2 diabetes, obesity, low
resilience and worklessness.
I would argue that every single person has
experienced stressful situations in their
childhood. How these experiences were dealt
with can shape your personality and how you
relate to others and the world around them.
Unhealthy coping mechanisms can often
result in social exclusion, poor resilience and
mental health issues. The increase in
awareness of mental health in society and in
the news is a huge positive step, however this
needs to be matched with an increase in
services and support.

If you’d like to find out more
about Daddyboards ethos,
tuition, or balance boards, get
in touch: daddyboards.com
Daddyboards balance trainers
are also available through
supinflatables.co.uk and
McConks.com.

The Wave Project
We can’t wait to get started and look
forward to reaching out to organisations
that are doing fantastic work with young
people already and that we admire, such as
The Wave Project. The next step is to create
our inclusive lesson package which we aim
to launch in the summer of 2020 with local
community groups. Following this we aim to
work with a rehabilitation service for adults
with drug or alcohol issues to create a
therapeutic intervention to aid recovery in
the later part of 2020. Watch this space!

I have long felt the therapeutic effects of
sports and exercise and it is well documented
to improve emotional wellbeing. This fact
remains at the heart of Daddyboards and our
aim to support people to build resilience and
improve their wellbeing through our
activities. When surfing, the feeling of the
rhythmic pulsing of the swell and being truly
connected with nature is incomparable and
meditative. You really have to be in the
moment, and that gives a break from worries
and toxic thoughts, and allows the stress to
float away.

For now, we continue to offer high quality
paddle boarding lessons, and courses
including SUP surfing and open water
paddle boarding. Whilst our company is still
in its infancy, it’s been an exciting time.
Notably, it was great to have been featured
recently in a documentary with some other
members of the SUP community made by
Cene Magazine. The response so far has
been so positive and it reminds me that this
support is of true need. We look forward to
seeing you out on the water.

It is a goal of ours to bring accessible
therapeutic support to local communities.
Ultimately, we would like to offer inclusive
lessons for people with physical impairments
and learning needs, therapeutic lessons for
rehabilitating adults, and family therapy
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IN PARTNERSHIP WITH BRITISH CANOEING

The human factor
By Tom Parker
Testing, testing

7’10 x30.3”
129L x 7.8 kg

SQUAB
SQUAB
7’2 x27.7”
7’2 x 27.7’’ x 98.8L
98.8L x 6.9 kg
SQUAB
SQUAB
7’6 x 29’’ x 113L
7’8 x29”
SQUAB
113L
x 7.0 kg
7’10 x 30.3’’x 129L
SQUAB

145L x 7.4 kg

SUP SURF

M I S T R A L .C O M

CLOUD RISE
8’6 x30.25”
CLOUD RISE
125L x 7.2 kg
8’6 x 30.25” x 125L
CLOUD BURST
CLOUD BURST
8’2 x29.25”
8’2 x 29.25” x 111L
111L x 6.9 kg
NINE
CLOUD NINE
CLOUD
x 31.5” x 145L
9’2 x31.5”
9’2

HARDBOARDS

PADDLE ’N SURF

WINDSUP

12’6

14’

UNLIMITED

RIVER / STREAM

WINDSUP ADVENTURE

ASANA
11’5 x 32” x 6”
295L x 10.3kg
FLT ConstrucIon

LOTUS
10’ x 36” x 6”
310L x 11.3kg
FLT ConstrucIon

YOGA / PILATES

COLORADO
9’4 x 36” x 6”
336L x 12.6kg
HDDS ConstrucIon

LIMPOPO
11’ x 34” x 6”
365L x 13.9kg
HDDS ConstrucIon

ANNA
SANTA ANNA
10’6 x 31”
6”
31” xx6”
308L x 8.4
4kg
10.8kg
ConstrucIon
FLT Construction
FLT

SANTA ANNA
11’5 xx31”
31”x x6”6’’
11’5”
kg
11.4kg
340L x 9.5
ConstrucIon
FLT Construction

ANNA
SANTA ANNA
SANTA
6”
12’6 x 30”
30” xx6”
351L x 9.69
kg
12.7kg
ConstrucIon
FLT Construction
FLT

NAUTIQUE
11’5 x 32” x 6”
353L x 11.4kg
FLT ConstrucIon

NAUTIQUE
12’6 x 32” x 6”
394L x 12.8kg
FLT ConstrucIon

TREKKER
12’6 x 34” x 6”
393L x 11.3 kg
HDDS Construction

AT ANCHOR

DUAL CHAMBER TRAVELLER
TREKKER
14’ x 34” x 6”
446L x 12.5 kg
HDDS Construction

AIR
VORTEX AIR
VORTEX
25’’xx6”6’’
14’xx28”
14’
10.3kgkg
336L xx11.84
345L
14’
28’’xx6”6’’
14’xx31”
370L
10.3kgkg
336L xx12.54
construcIon
FLTconstruction
FLT

INFLATABLE BOARDS

QUAD CHAMBER SPEEDSTER

CRUISE OR RACE

TRIBE FAMILY

SLIPSTREAM AIR
12’6 x 28”
6’’
25’’xx6”
300L
10.3kgkg
336L x 10.36
12’6
6’’
28’’xx6”
126’ xx 31”
350L
10.3kgkg
336L xx 11.84
FLT
construcIon
FLT construction

SPIRIT
12,6’
6”
12’6 x 28” x 6”
324L xx 8.7
kg
10.0kg
12’6x
30”xx6”6”
12’6 x30”
344L
kg
10.0kg
344L xx 10.0
FLT
ConstrucIon
FLTconstruction

BALI
BALI
8’6
6’’
27’’ xx 6”
8’6’’xx27”
210L
5.9 kg
210L xx7.6kg
FLT ConstrucIon
FLT
construction

JAVA
JAVA
6’’
31’’xx6”
9’6 xx 31”
9’6
8.6kgkg
279L x 7.22
construcIon
FLT construction
FLT

SUMATRA
SUMATRA
10’6
31’’xx6”6’’
10’6 xx31”
308L
kg
9.5kg
308L xx7.8
construcIon
FLTconstruction
FLT

LOMBOK
LOMBOK
31’’xx6”6’’
11’5 xx 31”
11’5
10.3kg
336L xx 8.6
366L
kg
construcIon
FLT construction
FLT

REVI
3.0m

INFLATABLE BOARDS

M I S T R A L .C O M

SUNBURST
SUNBURST
11’ 0 x32 x4 1/2
191L
10’6
181Lxx32.2”
12.18x kg

SUNBURST
SUNBURST
10’ 0 x31 x4 1/2
10’ x 32.2” x 191L
173L x 11.45 kg

SUNBURST
SUNBURST
9’6 x31 1/2x4 3/8
9’6 x 32.2” x 191L
157L x 10.9 kg

LEVUKA
11’2 x 32.2” x 191L

FIJI
10’9 x 33”
200.5L x 13.5kg

LEVU
12’ x 33”
242.5L x 14.5kg

SLIPSTREAM
12’6 x 26”
235L x 9.5kg
12’6 x 23.3”
235L x 9.5kg

EQUINOX
12’6 x 25”
252L x 11kg

ADVENTURIST
14’ x 28”
287L x 13 kg

VANQUISH
14’ x 24’’
269L x 11.5kg

EQUINOX
14’ x 24.6’’
287L x 11.5kg

g

VORTEX SD1
14’ x 21.25’’
277L/ x 11.2kg
14’ x 23.5’’
301L x 12.5kg

STEALTH
17’6 x 24”
Vol 293L x 11.5kg

INTERCEPTOR
17’6 x 24.3”
Vol 358L x 12.5kg

HARD BOARDS

R
ONE
LIFE,
BOARD,
PADDLE,
MOMENT.
ONLY
ONE
BRAND.

Water life and living since 1976

ONE
LIFE,
BOARD,
PADDLE,
MOMENT.
ONLY
ONE
BRAND.

Water life and living since 1976

Soldiering up the…
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YUKON
Words: Sarah Thornely of Supjunkie
Pics: Trevor Tunnington, Supjunkie, Kelli Surritte,
@perfectnegatives and @paddleleague and the team
A chance meeting with Stuart Croxford a few months ago at a
water rescue course on the Thames, led me to question
whether his prosthetic leg had hydraulics as his paddling was
pretty stable. No hydraulics but good movement in the ankle
and there were other fittings like a blade. I was intrigued.
We exchanged stories and once I knew whenever Stu paddled, cake was involved,
I knew we were going to get on! I was told about the Challenge he and his exarmy colleagues were about to embark on and I knew SUPM would be interested
in their story. I’ve heard of the Yukon River Quest before and, not being an
endurance kind of a paddleboarder, have always wondered why, how and what
the heck! Hopefully this piece will answer those questions.
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The team

Once signed up, they realised that their
army training would stand them in good
stead for this Challenge. Sleep deprivation,
strength and fitness, mental stubbornness,
potential survival techniques and a sense of
determination and humour in battling
adverse weather conditions coupled with
the fear of failure of letting your ‘oppos’
down, were all options that actually did
happen on the trip. “Infantry training is
carefully designed to get soldiers
comfortable with the uncomfortable and to
subordinate their own individual needs to
get the job done,” said Ben.

Four men make up the Solders up the Yukon
team – Stuart Croxford, Mike Procter, Ben
Ashwell and Sam Branston and they all met
in some form or another within different
infantry regiments in the Army. It’s a mix
of Sandhurst, Alpine ski racing with the
army (with a two-legged version of Stu) and
a strip bar in Ayia Napa near the barracks in
Cyprus so you can imagine with that
cocktail, strong bonds were to be forged.
Mike was the first to hear about the Yukon
River Quest some 5-6 years ago but his ears
were pricked when he heard it had
opened it’s door to stand up paddleboarders
– not that he or any of the others were
expert at SUP, some of the team had never
even set foot on a board. Stu was keen as he
had experienced a double accident which
led to the amputation of the lower half of
his right leg in 2014 and he was pushing
himself to test his physical and mental
ability and soon they were a team of four.

Unfortunately, ten days before departing for
Canada, Sam had to make the difficult
decision to withdraw due to a nagging
shoulder injury from a rugby match in
April. In his own words, “I felt broken – it is
probably the first time in my life I have had
to withdraw voluntarily from anything. Quite
a period of self-reflection and FOMO for sure
and I had to listen to my wife and others
around me to make the decision.”

Fast forward and the team of
three have started paddling
the Yukon – I asked them some
questions about their time
on the water…
How many miles did you actually
cover before you attempted the
Yukon River Quest?
A few good long-distance training sessions were
attempted but most weren’t completed. Twice
around the Isle of Wight they were foiled by rugged
ocean conditions, a trip to Lake Como was also
interrupted by huge storms and a 24-hour trip down
the River Wye was thwarted by low water resulting in
broken fix boxes and lost fins. The most successful
was a 20-hour overnight trip on the Thames shortly
before departing for Canada. Stuart said, “Coping
with setbacks and adjusting to conditions is a huge
part of your preparation.”

What wildlife did you encounter?
Disappointingly not as much as they had imagined –
plenty of eagles but not many bears – one was spotted
in the distance by Mike and Ben and that was probably
close enough. Plenty of mozzies though!
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Red Paddle, their challenge would have
been so much easier on hardboards. Future
sponsors please take note!

How many times did you stop?
After 13 hours of paddling, the boys made
their first stop at the end of Lake La Berge to
change into warmer kit and get some hot
food. After that there was another stop the
next morning. They were against stopping
though as getting off the river costs you the
current. Mike remembers Bart de Zwart’s
words, “Never get off the river,” so after that
they only stopped at Carmacks and Coffee
Creek. With two small children at home and
a high-pressure job, Ben was probably in
sleep deficit going into the race. Severe
tendonitis in both shoulders kept him awake
at Carmacks, which was his only opportunity
for a decent bit of rest. “I suffered severely as
a result for the rest of the race.”

Were you scared or emotional at
any time?
Mike: “Scared – No! Emotional – yes, a bit
at the finish.”
Ben: “Scared of failure – yes! Emotional –
no!”
Stuart: “Scared – no! Emotional – yes,
making the decision to pull from the race
was hard and I definitely had to have a
word with myself as I watched my chances
of finishing float down the river.”

Did you see any rubbish/plastic
on the River Yukon?

Favourite treat/snack?

The answer was a collective, “Absolutely
none.” Ben said, “Not a single sign of
human life for huge stretches of the river,
no rubbish, no sound, not even
a vapour trail of an airline in the sky.”

Stuart: “Beef Jerky – your mind becomes
bored with food that tastes the same.”
Ben: “Snickers and Clif bars! Fresh fruit
would have been amazing but a couple of
squashed bananas had to do early on.”
Mike: “Anything but what I had – just
because a certain cereal bar was
my favourite didn’t mean that I should
have taken 40 of them and that I would
love every one!”

During the trip it became evident to Stuart
that he was starting to see damage being
caused to his stump with the non-stop
paddling and wet and cold weather. After
34 hours of paddling, he had to make the
hard decision to pull from the race due to
the potential further damage he was likely
to cause by being against the cut offs and
having little time to look after his stump
with the impact from the prosthetic.

One thing you wished you had
taken?
There are jokes of outboard motors and race
boards – the team completed this event on
inflatable Red Paddle Co boards and even
though they are grateful of the help from
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hours where he was able to focus on the positives of his
journey to that point, what he had learnt from the
experience and how he would make sure he returned
stronger and better prepared next time.
For Mike and Ben, this was a very sad moment after such a
long build up to the event but they had to respect Stu’s own
unique challenge and brave decision to pull up when he
did. In Ben’s own words, “It is so deeply ingrained in
every fibre of a soldier’s being never to leave a man behind
that to me, parting ways felt like a failure, despite the fact
that we knew we had to do so to stand a chance of
completing the race. To ‘jack’ on your mates, is cardinal sin
number one in the infantry and whichever way you look at
it, we took the decision to finish the race rather than finish
as a team which was quite alien.”

PREFERRED RETAILER

For Stu, “Making the decision to say goodbye to the boys
and be left to paddle down the Yukon on my own wasn’t
easy but I knew if they had to take the breaks I needed to
protect/care for my stump, then they would have failed to
make the cut offs.” Quite different thoughts from the usual,
“They love my one-legged stories!”

gegƮf¢c~ƮiƮu

Clearly humour runs rife with these ex-army colleagues
and possibly more so since Stu’s accident. I asked them if
they were fed up with the ‘one-legged’ stories and here are
their responses:
Mike: “I’m not sure what the fuss is about, when the water is a
bit nippy, he’s got one less cold foot to worry about – he's also
got a great pirate fancy dress costume – no sympathy!”
Sam: “As much as we give Stu stick, it’s actually a great
motivator as you can’t grumble about hurty knees or
blisters when he is about!”

Online & In-store

www.aswatersports.co.uk

Ben: “Stu is fitter than me, cycles faster and paddles
better! Lucky b*****d!”
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effect of knowing you are ready and that
you’ll deal with any curve balls as and when
they arise is a great performance booster.
Test your gear, pack and re-pack, it’s the
basic drills done well which will get you
through, plan your hydration and
nutrition. Train hard and ideally more
frequently than we did.” Stu said, “your
mind is the strongest asset in a race like
this. Your body will tell you to stop and you
need to be ready to have that conversation
to push through.”
The support team for the soldiers were
Mike’s parents-in-law, Mitch and
Belinda. Mike also had his wife Sophie and
two children Jake and Amelie to greet him
at the finish line – Stu said, “Support crews
are definitely the unsung heroes along with
the volunteers at events like this.
Supporting tired, hungry and irrational
paddlers is definitely a tough task.” Partners
and wives were fully supportive of the boys’
challenge, probably knowing that it would
have happened anyway. One of the high
points of the trip was the finish of the race,
being re-united with their support crew and
the unbelievable community spirit of all the
other SUP racers who were all there waiting
to cheer them on.

I also asked them who was the most
inspirational person they met at the event
and the ‘winner’ was Shauna Magowan.
Racing in honour of her mother whom she
had recently lost to cancer and proving to
her kids she was superwoman, she was the
only female SUP to finish and third SUP
overall. Stu said,“I never saw her without a
smile on her face.”

Top tips for mental prep for
those not army trained?
Mike said, “Get used to doing anything
relentlessly for extreme periods of time,
even walking – just set off one day and
don’t stop!” Ben added, “The psychological
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Sour-Toe Cocktail
Post race there is a long-standing tradition in
Dawson City – the Sour-Toe Cocktail. In short,
the ‘Captain’ drops a mummified human toe
in your shot of whiskey and says, “Drink it
fast or drink it slow, your lips must touch this
gnarly toe!” Surely worth doing the Yukon
River Quest just for this alone!
The team were grateful for all support
especially from family and sponsors alike;
Red Paddle Co. and Red Original accessories,
Millican bags, HydroFlask and LifeStraw.
They also believed it was important to raise
money for their chosen charity and feel really
proud that they have currently raised over
£10,000 for the Great Ormond Street Hospital
– having six children between them the
Charity clearly resonated. The page is open for
donations at: http://virginmoneygiving.
com/team/SoldierUpTheYukon
The team have returned to their regular
day jobs; Mike is now in asset management
but trying to keep his sense of adventure
alive and kicking. Ben works in the security
risk and crisis management industry. Sam
runs an estate agents’ office on the Isle of
Wight. They all voluntarily left the army in
2012 except for Stuart.
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All are looking forward to having a go at some
of the other styles of racing and events
happening in the UK and further afield. The
GBSUP National Series is calling and Mike and
Stu recently travelled to the Jersey Round
Island Challenge – unfortunately the weather
had other plans but they both joined in with
the plan B race that was put on at the time.
Plans are afoot for the SUP 11 Cities and the
Yukon River Quest is again calling Mike, Sam
and Stu back for 2021 – in the words of Bart
de Zwart, “You don’t really know how to do
the Yukon until you’ve done it.” Ben is looking
for an independent endeavour as opposed to
an organised event, “There are plenty of rivers,
seas and oceans to explore,” he said.
You can see interviews with Mike
and Stu on the Supjunkie
YouTube channel.
https://youtu.be/qjhBLqhwe8E

I have to say it’s been fascinating to meet
and chat to both Mike and Stuart, I have yet
to meet Ben and Sam but I am sure that will
happen soon – their story is of course
inspirational and will hopefully inspire you
all to push yourselves further than you ever
believed possible. This team of men started
an adventure together and even though
they didn’t finish it together, their bond is
strong and the respect and humour
amongst them is wonderful to see. I’d like to
thank them personally to allowing me to tell
their story.

He was injured in Afghanistan in 2012 and
then had to have his leg amputated below the
knee in 2014 after a sailing accident on a
racing yacht so had to be medically
discharged in 2015. He now runs a fitness
company with his wife, Lizzie, called
ThreeZero12. Stu said, “We set it up after our
own experience of recovering from a lifechanging injury and the impact it has on
others around you. We want to make sure we
can help others achieve their goals
and realise their full potential.”
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THE world’s…
Intro

The team

Words and images by
Blue Chip SUPer Club
founder:
Brian Johncey
2,600 years ago, the ruler of Corinth –
Periander – proposed digging a canal to
connect the central Mediterranean Sea (via
the Gulf of Corinth) to the Aegean Sea (via
the Saronic Gulf). It was eventually
completed in 1893.

Blue Chip fielded a team of
eight: Steve, Richard, Jim,
James, Terry, Brian, Alex and
Piotr. We all arrived in Athens
on the Friday. We got straight
into the Blue Chip Training
regime and maintained our
training for two solid days
including rigorously road
testing some of the local
rehydration stations. We
couldn’t have wished for a
more dedicated team.

https://goo.gl/maps/H43tRHB7nv1TFNXG6

The first thing I must say
about the event is how well
organised it was and full
credit to Athens Watersports
Centre for hosting this event
and getting over 500 entrants
across the complete
spectrum of abilities, all
paddling together down this
Iconic waterway.

The Blue Chip SUPer Club started in 2009 and in our
first year we wanted to arrange a ground-breaking
paddle – the ‘Corinth Canal Crossing’. This proved a
nightmare trying to get the permissions from the
Greek Port Authorities and in the end we decided that
trying to organize this paddle from the UK would be
just too problematical so we abandoned the project.
Fast forward 10 years and the ‘Corinth Canal SUP
Crossing Organizing Committee’ have got the Corinth
Canal Crossing down to a fine art and 2019 the Blue
Chip SUPer Club would finally paddle the Crossing.

On schedule, the last
shipping cleared the canal
at 13:00 and the canal
barriers were lowered to the
bottom of the channel. All
paddlers sat on their boards
at the canal entrance and on
the horn, all 500 launched
themselves onto their feet
and started paddling into
the canal and their paddle
through history.

We stayed on the north side of the canal in Loutraki
which proved to be a great location for us.

For a non-racing, cake
eating adventure/social
paddleboard club, I think we
did quite well.
Surf Masters:1st Steve
14’ Masters: 14th Richard;
15th Alex; 18th Piotr; 20th
Jim; 36th Brian
12’6’ Masters: 7th James;
14th Terry
The final paddler crossed
the line 1:36:27 after the
start.
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straightest SUP race
The canal

After checking out the great temple dedicated
to Aphrodite and the quality of building work
back in 479 BC, we decided to take a light
lunch in one of the roof top terrace restaurants
only to succumb to more generous meals. It
appears that like Oscar Wilde, we can resist
everything but temptation. It was now time
make our way back to Athens and drive over
the canal for the last time (this year), Yes, we
will be back next year, this SUP fest is just too
good to miss.

The canal is 6.4 kilometres long and only 21.3
metres wide with side walls reaching over 70metre in height. Channelled winds and tides
can make navigation difficult so the choice of
race direction is critical. On the day of the
crossing, we had 30º and clear blue skies. The
canal has barriers at either end, which were
road crossings, these can be lowered to the
bottom of the canal to allow passage.
The organisers had laid on coaches to bring us
and our kit back from the finish to the
registration and award area in Isthmia where we
were treated to a SUP fest ‘Greek’ style with a
fantastic feast for all competitors. The
ambiance was a lesson in hospitality and laid
back atmosphere.

If you want to take part in just one
international SUP event this should be top of
your list.

The next morning, we paddled down to the town
of Loutraki and took a leisurely breakfast with
the normal Greek laid back service with generous
portions, no scratch that, colossal portions.
We were catching a late flight back to the UK
from Athens that night so wanted to make the
most of this day. We left our hotel at midday
and decided to take on a bit of Greek culture so
we drove over to the Corinth Peninsular to find
the ruins of ‘Ancient Corinth’ and it was well
worth the drive.
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The paddler’s paddler –

Tony Bain
profile

Interview: SUPM
Pics: Tony Bain
Tony Bain is a regular ‘knowledge’ contributor to SUPM, who imparts his worldly
paddling wisdom to help you improve and progress. We thought it high time to
actually dig a little deeper and do a proper profile on our Kiwi transplant. Read on to
find out more.
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Tell us a little about your background first off: where are you from and how did
you get into paddling?
Originally from New Zealand, I have always been paddling something, as kids, with my brother and
sister we walked around the fields of the high-country farm that my dad managed and plucked wool
from the carcasses of dead sheep to sell at the wool merchants.
This got us enough money to buy our first fibreglass canoe. I can still remember the smell of the fibreglass
when we got it home. Dad would load it on the trailer and take us all down to the local swimming hole in the
river where we would meet up with other families and friends to go for a paddle and swim.
When I was a teenager, we moved to the Lyttleton Harbour and the sea was right at the end of the
garden, twice a day, every day, what a great place to live. I somehow acquired an old timber strip,
canvas covered kayak, boy did I have some adventures on that out and around Quail Island in the
middle of the harbour.
I got into SUP in Aug 2012 I was at the World Bog Snorkelling Championships in Llanwrtyd Wells, mid Wales.
I was promoting my World Bathtubbing Championships event alongside of the main event. One
of my participants was telling me about his plans to journey the length of the Severn
River on stand up paddleboards. I asked him, “What was holding him
back?” He and his two other friends had various outdoor
experience but none on rivers, they also needed to
secure land access permissions in
Wales, funding for the film
crew, bikes for the
cycling section
and PFDs.

What Tristan Bawn didn’t realise was there was one person there that day that could sort all that in one
go and he was talking to him. I had a fleet of mountain bikes as part of my activities business and also
PFDs. As a member of the Cambrian Mountains Development Network, I had access to the people that
controlled applications for Welsh tourism funding and secured that to help cover the costs of the film
crew. I also knew the people that controlled access to the areas that he wished to cover.
So, within a few days it was all sorted and final plans where made for the trip, but instead of three
there were now four to squash in the car. And that’s where it all started, in a bog in the middle of Wales.
The River Severn is the UK’s longest river it has a length of 220 miles, when we journeyed it in April
2013, our SUP journey was the longest single SUP Journey in the UK. It was a planned journey to
make the most of the campsites along the route and to maximise the promotional potential for Red
Paddle Co who we brought the boards from.
The eight-day trip was just the most amazing thing I had ever done and I have been hooked on SUP
expeditions ever since. I have done lots of expeditions, both day and multi-day since then. Lots of
coastal journeys, but my real SUP passion is rivers and white water SUP.
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You have done so many amazing
SUP journeys…
I’ve paddled across Scotland as a four-day
paddle expedition, the first Great Glen SUP
Paddle as training for the Yukon 1000,
which were done non-stop overnight.
I’ve SUP’ed on glacier fed moraine lakes in
the Southern Alps of New Zealand with ice
blocks the size of houses and also
circumnavigated the Isle of Anglesey nonstop, once again overnight. I was the first
person to complete New Zealand’s
toughest multi-sport event on a SUP, the
Coast 2 Coast, where you have to run, ride
and paddle (242km over two days) across
the South Island.
It took three years to get permission to
participate on that event. It was only after
the four-day ‘Wild Descent’ (338kms) on
the Clutha River that I was allowed on to
the Coast 2 Coast and its grade 2/3 70km
paddle section, Truly the world’s greatest
SUP, bike, run event.
Last but by no means the least is the
Yukon 1000, starting in Yukon territory in
Canada flowing north into the Arctic circle
and finishing in Alaska at the river bridge
on the Dalton Highway immortalised by
the TV show ‘Ice Road Truckers’.

You spend a couple of months a year at
home in New Zealand, what does your
homeland offer SUP paddlers?
While I spend lots of time paddling in the
UK, exploring native New Zealand by SUP
helps me bond each year with my
homeland. Everyone knows New Zealand
is full of amazing scenery, mountains,
gorgeous native forest, rivers and lakes.
I guess that’s the biggest reason anyone
should go and SUP in New Zealand, is the
stunning scenery, the epic river trips are
out of this world and every year when I go
home, SUP river trips helps me explore the
country, I still call home.
I grew up in the South Island high
country, near the mountains and large
braided rivers of turquoise blue waters.
Rivers that ran normally at 300 or 400m3,
but when in flood run at 3000 or 4000m3.
It was a natural powerful place to live.
Summers 2014 and 15, I worked in
Christchurch New Zealand as a SUP
instructor, the SUP school I worked for
were mainly surfing, racing and leisure
paddling. They refused the thought that
you could paddle the local large rivers.
I had played in these rivers as a child,
jumped off rope swings and the rock

ledges along the banks of the deep gorges
and fast flowing rivers. I asked the local
tour jet boat companies who operated on
the rivers if they would run me up the
rivers. I would then fling my already
inflated paddleboard over the side of the
boat and climb on and paddle off, much to
the disbelief of the onlooking tourists.
It’s mainly river and exploration style
paddling you’re into. What’s been your
biggest achievement within these areas?
I guess that the biggest thing I have done
or achieved in SUP, is opened doors. At
times I have definitely been the first to
have done something or at least been in
the first group to have done something.
These actions by me and others have
made it possible for other people to do or
at least think that they could, if
he/she/they can do it, then so can I.
Accomplishing what others said was
impossible, many times I said I want to
do this or that and others had said it was
impossible for me or someone on a SUP to
achieve it. But I have thought it through
and worked out an effective and efficient
method to make it possible and then
done it.

I paddle all sorts of
different things,
traditional coracles,
kayaks, sit on tops,
wheelie bins, bathtubs,
eight-metre long
bamboo poles and
something called SUP
as well.
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How did you end up in Wales and what
does your adopting base offer?
Wales is like being home for me and I find a
kind of peace here. I love the rugged
wilderness of the mountains, the wild rivers
soothe my soul and the raw environment
keeps me alive.
It keeps me close to my kids in the UK and
gives me a glimpse of the life I would’ve had
at home in NZ. I grew up in rural New
Zealand on high country farms, sometimes
miles from our nearest neighbours. In a raw
wilderness, Welsh high country and its
people are similar and have similar values. I
fit in here and life is good. It is this raw
wilderness that I seek out to explore in my
SUP adventures, back to the natural country
what I grew up in as a child.
You don’t just paddle stand up you’re
into a variety of different water sports;
talk to us about those.
I paddle all sorts of different things, traditional
coracles, kayaks, sit on tops, wheelie bins,
bathtubs, eight-metre long bamboo poles and
something called SUP as well.
My company Green Dragon Activities
created these to inspire young people to try
water activities, to provide a fun family
situation where the family could participate
in a group activity and build a unique
memory moment they would remember for
life. Of course, this also helped supplement
a self-employed carpenters wages from a
lack of work in mid-Wales and hopefully
provide me with a respectful income. Today
SUP is partly my leisure and work. We have
a group activities package for families and
activity groups that is totally unique. I don’t
do normal very well, but I do being, “Just a
little bit different,” excellently.
Talk to us about Green Dragon
Activities…
Green Dragon Activities was created out of
desperation, after a nasty divorce, where the
mother was granted custody of the children
and I moved to Wales. I had only ever
wanted children and a family in my life. So,
to be without young people in my life, it was
going to be impossible. I decided that I
needed to do something different. Moving
to LLanwrtyd Wells, the home of the ‘World
Bog Snorkelling Championships’, was a
pivotal point in my life.
Llanwrtyd Wells is an amazing place, full of
some of the craziest activities in the world. I
fitted in a treat. The town in the middle of
Wales bordering the Cambrian mountains,
had its own rail station that in it heyday
would bring the Victorian holiday makers to
the spa town in their droves.
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Today a quiet high-country town sits
quietly in the countryside awaiting
customers. Locals created the crazy
events to lure back customers, to help the
towns’ businesses to thrive and to employ
local staff. A real do or die situation.
It was here that Green Dragon activities
was created, initially as a mountain bike
tour guide provider that did water
activities in the river at our lunchtime
stop. Our water activities grew in notoriety
and we started getting TV companies and
visitors from Australia, Korea, Ukraine,
Belgium just to name a few to try out the
world Bathtubbing Championships.
And your newly opened retail outlet?
In 2015 Green Dragon Activities moved to
Bala in North Wales. Where we now
operate our activity business. There is a
host of outdoor adventure and activities
around the town and nowhere to buy the
appropriate outdoor equipment. So, when
a suitable premise in the Bala high street
came available, we moved in to operate
our activities from there and I decided to
sell SUP and outdoor gear.
I encouraged Hala Gear that Bala and
myself would be a great place to stock
white water specific products in the UK.
Hala seem to like a pun and couldn’t

When someone takes a video of that
session and you pop it up on social media
and it goes to 14.5k people. White water is
a tiny part of SUP in the UK. That to me
shows that there is still a lot of curious
people out there with an interest in where
SUP is heading.

refuse the offer when I was going to open
the Bala Hala Gear Store.
Our other main suppliers are O’Shea, a
well-loved UK brand and NRS, another
well-known brand that has a strong hold
on white water boards, equipment and
SUP clothing.
Alongside SUP lines the shop will stock a
mix of outdoor lifestyle camping brands and
general SUP products with the emphasise on
white water and sup expeditions.
What’s the goal with these businesses?
I don’t really set myself goals anymore,
When I was a teenager, I had three things
I wanted to do in my life. I’ve done two of
them in the last couple of years. If I do
the last this year, what will I do next year?
What do you think of SUP boarding at
large? Do you think it’s likely to
become much bigger for instance?
I think SUP will keep growing for a good
while yet.
I base this on the interest generated, when
you rock up at a white water centre and
paddle down some of the meanest water in
the country standing up. When kayakers
and rafters pull to the side and watch as a
couple of SUPs passes them by.

There are no boundaries in SUP, the only
boundaries are in our mind. If just 10 per
cent of that viewing figure are inspired to
take up SUP or push past their existing
limits, then that is a growth of 1,450 people.
As far as improvements within SUP
goes what do you think could be done
to make it a better sport and prospect
for newbies?
Newbies as you called them, need to
learn how to control their board and
paddle correctly from a competent
paddle instructor. Working on the lake as
I do, I see so many holiday makers that
have never had a formal lesson, instead,
they’ve just gone out and brought a board
and paddle. Yes, they can stand up and
paddle, but it’s painful to watch with
paddles back to front, shovelling the
water away at the back, really bad
posture and technique. Yeah sure they
can stand up paddle but it is hardly
effective and efficient.

There are no
boundaries in SUP, the
only boundaries are in
our mind
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A better training program that has a better
understanding of how to teach people, to
put together proper learning situations
from experienced and rounded SUP
paddlers. Where students can actually
learn from their lesson sessions, rather
than being told or shown how to do
something from an instructor, that is, or
has little or only slightly more experienced
than the new paddler.
Got any ideas about kit development
yourself? If so, what and why do you
think this would be good?
I design my own kit and get it made the
way I want it to work. My adventures are at
times a little bit epic. Farrel O’Shea
understands the need to have equipment
tuned to suit the water to produce the
desired outcome.
My target was to circumnavigate the Isle
of Anglesey non-stop. I knew what I
wanted, but it hadn’t been created yet.
Working out ideas with Farrel, the O’Shea
GTOcean was born. The GTOcean has been
a part of all my adventures now, and my
white water down river racing SUP, a totally
awesome board.
Every trip has a board that suits, this board
needs to fit the water type you are going to
experience on that trip. Carry the loads
that you need to sustain you for the
duration, whether that is an afternoon on a
lake or 10 days in the wilderness.
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When I went on the Yukon 1000, I worked
out all the daily systems, from making
breakfast, meals during the day, how to
eat food without leaving food smells on
containers that could attract bears to our
presence. Worked out when in the day I
would need to get to what.
The bag I created allowed my instant
access to my daily needs and locked
away my other equipment till later in the
day. Yes, the bag cost £300 to get made,
but I worked a dream. The system meant
I could get to what I needed, when I
needed to, in the matter of moments. It
was designed so that if I was severely
injured, I could open it with one hand or
by using other parts of my body.
Some of the trips I have done, it’s more
than a few days walk to the nearest
road. Some amazing places for sure. But
if you have had an issue, it’s you on
your own with or without your team
mate and or group.
Common sense dictates that you are
prepared for whatever is thrown at you.
It’s really important to have thought your
trip through, the risks and incidents that
might befall you on the trip, and of
course the likelihood of experiencing
them on the trip.
If you have thought through all the
processes you have to do like make
breakfast, paddle, cook your evening meal,
then if you have done both those meals
without a knife, ask yourself, do I need to
carry a knife? No Knife no cuts, Do I need
sticking plasters? Having the appropriate
and the right equipment with you to deal
with these risks and incidents is
important. Having the wrong kit with you
can cost you time and potentially your life.
What’s on the agenda for the rest
of 2019?
Nothing much is planned at this stage.
But my eye is always on the horizon for
weather windows. Once I have the
finances there are a couple of things that
I have been thinking about for some time
that really need laying to rest. When work
is quiet, and support available, I will get
away for a paddle for sure.
Lastly, any further thoughts regarding
SUP in general?
Great sport, keep paddling and SUP is
achievable by all at their own level, there
own rate in their own way. That’s what is
so great about SUP. It fits everyone from
young to old.
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Words: Gareth Grant
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Who would have thought, a Welsh and
Scottish Surf Guide in Indonesia.”

No matter where you call home, Indonesia is a surfer’s Disneyland for people all over
the world. The norm is a for surf guides to be Aussie crusty ‘old sea dogs’ who end up
living the expat life and never leave – but who could blame them? Dark and
weathered, most still hold onto the love of the wave search, while many are ready to
throw in the surf towel.
The anticipation of flying into Padang, the gateway to the Mentawais never loses its
sentiment. Predicting the crowd and wave size, the cleanliness of the boat and which
crusty old sea dog captain will greet you aboard with a cold Bintang is par for the course.
What a shock for our group in mid-2019, when we stepped aboard only to be greeted
by young Welsh and Scottish surf guides. Two for the price of one: young and spritely
and not yet crusty. The crew were thinking – will these two guys from the Northern
Hemisphere be a match for an Aussie salt dog… time will tell.
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Mentawais
Our home for the next ten days was named
the TENGIRRI, a boat which
accommodated eight guests, with a crew
of six. Operating in the Mentawais for many
years, it is famous for being the best crowd
avoider, not that ten trips to the island
exactly makes me a local, although that
wouldn’t be too bad.
Luke, the Welsh surf guide, has been on
and off the boat for eight years. Originally
from Swansea he learnt his seamanship in
a family of Abalone fisherman in the icy
waters of Wales. He made the move to
Indonesia and was lucky enough to be
offered an opportunity to run the Tengirri
surf charters. Luke is a barrel hunter,
always looking to get slotted and holds the
enthusiasm of a 15-year-old grom.
Nick has travelled the globe working on dive
and surf charter boats across the world. He
is a lover of nature and the boat’s weather
boy, often trying to work out the thermal
flows by assessing cloud formations. The
warm waters of Indonesia were far more
suited to Nick’s love of the sea, preferring
boardshorts to a 5/4mm wetsuit.

Our crew comprises of four SUP boarders,
and four short board surfers. The SUP
surfers are Mick Slattery from Surefire
SUPs, Todd – a regular on the trips and
known for charging the big ones, Andrew C
from Sydney’s northern beaches and
myself. We arrive first morning to surf a left
hander called Bojo. Luke fires up the stereo
at 06:00, the sun rising to the tune of
‘Survivor’ from the Rocky movie followed
by some AC/DC blasting! The boys are fired
up, all guns blazing.
The excitement of paddling out to an
unknown line up with the spot all to ourselves
is tangible. This always poses a problem for
the guys out first, as the clean-up sets often
occur when you least expect. Andrew riding a
Sunova, cops one on the head and ends up
snapping a leg rope and losing his board. Not
the best start to your first session.
From there we surf a wave called ‘Monkeys’
– an fun easy to ride right hander, which is a
no brainer. The wave has a steepish take off
and then walls up for around 100 metres.
Next we head off to ‘Ranga’s’ for more.
Ranga’s is a shallow right hander with a
tricky take off, as a large one-metre round
rock pops up in front of the take-off position.

Telo’s Island chain
The captain makes the decision to head to
the north to Telo’s Island chain. The Telos
have multiple waves scattered through the
chain – however, the region doesn’t pick up
the same size swell as the Mentawais.

Majestic waves
Next we surfed ‘Misho’s’, a rippable left
hander that runs and runs, almost bending
back on itself and end up at ‘Schoolyards’ –
a heavy right hander which was shifting all

The wave was majestic, if you happened to be in
the right take off spot. If you were unlucky, you
could cop a proper beating!

Nick
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Overnight trip

over the place. The wave was majestic, if
you happened to be in the right take off
spot. If you were unlucky, you could cop a
proper beating!

As the swell dropped further the decision
was made to do an overnight trip back to
our home base. We surfed an unforgettable
wave called ‘Burgerworld’, which strangely
enough, breaks when the ocean is flat.
Starting the morning as the sun rose we
avoided the crowds and had a fun one. A few
other secret spots were surfed and many
Bintangs had accompanying bad jokes told.
The tradition of red wine made an
appearance on the last night.

A bomb set of three waves came through,
Todd paddled in and the wave sucked up
hard, launching him over the falls and
snapping his board. If only Mick was luckier!
He paddles in and much to everyone’s
surprise another split SUP in two
consecutive waves! Lucky the boys had
back-up boards!

All in all we had a phenomenal trip, Luke
and Nick had proven themselves to us
crusty old surfers as intuitive, fun loving
guides with ideal personalities for the
profession. Maybe the normality of the
‘crusty sea dog’ has had its day.

The swell was starting to drop, so we went
searching. The benefit of being on a boat is
the ability to chase the swell, jumping
around to multiple breaks a day, the
definition of having your cake and eating it
too. We next surf ‘Pinnacles’, a photographic
right hander with a spectacular rock
formation right by the take-off zone.
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Luke, the Welsh surf guide
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Words and pics: Corran Addison
Nothing is all encompassing and to assume that all leashes
would always work in all conditions would be foolhardy. Like
seatbelts in cars, while you can most certainly find some
examples where a worn seatbelt has contributed to a fatality,
the number of people whose lives have been saved by them, is
in the tens of thousands times more.

be worn in

rivers?
On September 2nd, 2010, two experienced SUP paddlers, Markus Steininger and
Nils Hornischer drowned on the Mangfall river in Bavaria. While there are a lot of
factors that could have contributed to their deaths, including unusually high
flows, night time paddling, relative apathy because both were experienced
paddlers on a river well within their technical limits, there seems to be some
indication that the leashes they were wearing contributed to their deaths.

This is speculation, but it is an educated guess. While it is possible that they
could have been recirculated in the hydraulic at the base of a low head dam
without being leashed to their boards, this is something that is fairly rare.
Normally a persons body density, even with a life jacket, is such that we tend to
get pushed down and into the exiting flow of water after a few circulations – not
always though of course.
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awesome, pounding, overhead river wave at
the bottom of a giant rapid with 10,000m3
gushing down it. Right where the wave
meets the calmer water after it, a seam is
created, and the water careening
downstream is pushed down under the still
water at the rapids base. I can attest that
the river here is almost bottomless.

However, being leashed to a giant floating
balloon that’s about 200 litres, would
almost guarantee that you would not wash
out of the hydraulic. Even if your body was
pushed down, the giant floating board
would stop your exit and pull you back in.
Almost certainly, the leash contributed to
their deaths.
Soul’s waist leash was designed with the
assumption that in an emergency you will not
have a free hand, and the leash should
separate from you in an instant. Firstly, the
leash is constructed from a low yield urethane
cord, which is coiled so it doesn’t dangle in the
water. Avoiding a snag is the best way to avoid
problems. There are then two places where you
can regulate the ‘separation tension’ – the
force required to release the leash. Stronger for
big volume rivers with few possibilities of
snagging, and low force for rivers with many
trees, rocks and other potential snag points.
www.soulwaterman.com/collections/accessories/
products/safetyleash

A solid 45 seconds

No leash

While ‘suck downs’ are common here when
you fall, you can usually count on them
being no more than 5-10 seconds. On this
fateful day, I was pulled down for a solid 45
seconds. When I finally broke the surface, I
was barely five metres downstream of where
I’d fallen off the wave. The safety jet ski was
hundreds of metres downstream looking for
me. What saved me was my leash.

In 2015, an unnamed man fell off his
paddleboard on Lake Tahoe, into frigid 15C
water. He was not wearing a leash or a life
jacket. Certainly, the first place to point is at
the lack of a life jacket, but, had he been
wearing a leash, he would easily have been
able to pull himself to the surface, or at worst,
his friends would have been able to recover
his struggling or even unconscious body and
performed CPR, as they were nearby.

As I was pushed further and further down,
into pitch darkness, so I felt my SUP
tugging at my ankle. The 100-litre board
was trying to fight its way to the surface. I
climbed my leash until I had the board in

Not wearing a leash, contributed to his death.
In 2009 I was surfing a wave on the
Lachines Rapids called Mavericks. This is an
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my hands and held on. After 45 agonizing
seconds (according to the guys on the ski),
the board brought me to the surface. Even
though I was wearing a high floatation life
jacket, without the leash I would most
certainly have drowned.
I have just made the case therefore in
favour, and against, the use of leashes.
Being on my board is the safest place to be
in a whitewater environment. Everything I
can do enable me to get back on it as fast
as possible creates a safer environment.
Swimming down class 3-5 rocky rivers
where foot entrapment is a constant worry
is not safe. So a leash in my opinion is a
critical piece of safety gear. But it is also
the most dangerous thing you can do –
tying yourself to something with what is
essentially a glorified rope on a river.
But here is the thing. In the case of the
tragedy where the leash appears to have
contributed to the deaths, the problem was
not that they were wearing a leash, but that

it could not be released. If you’re getting rag
dolled in a massive hydraulic, or being tea
bagged mid current behind a rock or a tree,
where your leash or board is snagged, and
you can’t release it, then it’s dangerous. The
piece of safety gear that could save your life,
now becomes a hazard to it.

Quick release leashes
There are a number of ‘safety’ leashes on
the market, and each designer and
manufacturer has their own ideas of what
constitutes a safe leash. Most have some
sort of quick release pull mechanism and
attach either to the waist, or your life
jacket, where it can be reached no matter
how much you’re getting rag dolled.

system saved a friends life on the Kern
River in California (see above).
www.youtube.com/watch?v=PM213lUGlfE
For me this is not enough. It makes the
assumption that your hands are free. They
might not be. Rivers are funny
environments – dynamic, ever changing,
oscillating and unpredictable. Maybe your
hands are being used to grasp onto
something. Maybe the force of the current
is so powerful that you can’t even reach
your waist. If you can’t reach the release,
you can’t reach the release.

This is undoubtedly a good start. You will
never be able to fight the force of the
current, to bend against it and reach your
ankle to release a leash. Forget it – it’s just
never going to happen! So having the
release at about waist or chest level is key
to being able to release the system. This
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‘Break away’ points
Therefore in my opinion, the leash needs to
have at least one (more is better) fail safe
‘break away’ points where under a certain
amount of pressure, it releases on its own:
hands free release.
I’ve taken this to extremes with my leash
because I’m paranoid. I have an adjustable
tension release system where I can set it
according to the environment I’m in. In
massive whitewater that’s all water and no
rocks or trees, I set it tight. Most likely, I’m
going to need this leash to hold under severe
pressure as I get sucked under and I don’t
want it releasing on me when I need it most.
If I’m on some rocky creek, I set it to a very
weak release. There will be minimal pressure
on the boar after a fall. All it needs to do is
hold enough for me to give the leash a jerk to
pull the board back to me. Any more than
this, and I want it to release as most likely the
board has gone one side of something and
I’ve gone another. At this point I want the
board to detach from me instantly.
But people make mistakes. It’s even
happened to me where I forgot to reset the
leash to low pressure. Thankfully nothing
happened and I never needed it to release,
but at the take out I realized my mistake. This
is why I have also built in to ‘fail safe’ points
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For more information on how a
safety leash works, go here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=PDS2uqSxQY&t=2s

where the leash will simply snap. It’ll take
something close to my dragging body
weight to do it (just under 200lbs of force),
but it will snap. So if the leash gets snagged
and I’m in a strong enough current that
prohibits me from reaching the release
mechanism, the leash itself will simply
snap. The whole system is attached to a D
ring that’s sewn to the attachment belt,
which also tears at about 200lbs.

Up to you

Failsafe, upon failsafe, upon failsafe.
Nothing is all encompassing and to assume
that even my leash would always work in all
conditions would be foolhardy. But it’s a
numbers game. A little like seatbelts in cars.
While you can most certainly find some
examples where a worn seatbelt has
contributed to a fatality, the number of
people who’s lives have been saved by them
is in the tens of thousands times more.
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Forty years of whitewater experience has
taught me that the safest place to be when
paddleboarding a river, is on my board, and
whatever I can do to accelerate and facilitate
that process, ultimately creates a safer
environment for me. However, I am aware
that this piece of safety gear that helps me
to that end, is on its own, a potential hazard
if not used wisely and correctly.
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All of the manufacturers of safety leashes
have in their own way attempted to address
this problem, and all are better than a
standard leash, of this there is no question.
Now it’s up to you, the user, to use common
sense, good judgement, and make sound
decisions as to where and how to use these
in order to make your paddling experience a
safer, and more enjoyable one.
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Lifestyle
(obsession)
Words and pics: Tez Plavenieks
We’ve touched on the topic of
lifestyle before in SUPM but how
this plays out for each individual
who do see and act on stand up as
a lifestyle can be very different. To
highlight this further, SUPM’s
editor, Tez Plavenieks, talks about
stand up paddling, how this fits his
and his family’s lifestyle as well as
watersports on a wider scale.
Weekday
Wake around 06.00, usually by the chattering of
my youngest (two-years) Oscar who tends to
open lids at first light. Get dressed groggily
trying not to wake the others – my wife and fiveyear old daughter. Grab Oscar and head off on
the morning coffee run whilst using this up early
to check conditions on the ground/beach.
Drive to said beach and observe conditions.
Cross reference this with forecast data, for both
wave and wind, across a number of different
websites. Thought process already whirring into
action; a plan of attack being made. What kit
needs checking off as far as photos go; what
gear needs further runs out to assess wider
performance and accurately create a test
report? Do I need to swap equipment currently
in my van with something different based on the
conditions and how the weather will pan out on
this particular day? Is Oscar happy? What
strength coffee am I in need of? Head to coffee
shop and gorge on caffeine.
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communicate with rest of team. Field any
issues and then move on to website/social
media stuff. Give any new
comments/engagements a once over and
reply if necessary, check website
performance via Analytics and then begin
web content uploads and social media
management.

Post-coffee run and everyone’s now up and
at ‘em so get washed, dressed and ready for
school/nursery. Anyone who knows/follows
me will be aware there’s an added
complication with my daughter’s health
following a liver transplant and ongoing
management of this. Meds need to be
administered and depending which parent
is on nursery run, leaving slightly earlier,
will determine who gives Molly her drugs.

Stop quickly for more coffee and another
glance at the forecast. Have things
changed? If so, do I need to readdress my
plan of attack? Check calendar for
anything else pressing needing attention
through the day: brand liaison, meetings,
follow up calls and so on. Crack on with
web content uploads and/or creating
something new for digital.

Quickly rejig the van with equipment and
head off. Usually, it’s me taking little one
to nursery. Drop him, say goodbye then
boot it back to the beach, perhaps
stopping briefly for some food fuel. Arrive
on the sand and quickly take stock. Are
conditions on forecast? If so, grab piece of
gear according to Mother Nature’s mood
(remember this isn’t just SUP. It could also
be windsurfing as we have another
publication in the mix that needs to be
kept on top of). Rig up/prepare kit (as
quick as poss – no time for dawdling).
Head out on said piece of gear and stomp
the session. After around an hour it’s back
to beach to pack up and head to office.

Around lunchtime (noon) check the
weather situation and decide upon next
move. If weather’s playing ball then head
back to beach. If not, decide to hold fire
and complete more work. Should the latter
be the case then keep a keener eye on
weather buoys and as soon as things look
good it’s green light it to the water. Arrive
back at beach and assess briefly. Grab
next piece of kit and head out. In some
cases there may have been a plan to meet
up with my photographer for non-POV
action cam shots. If no photog on the
ground then it’s usually a GoPro moment.

Once in front of laptop wade through
reams of emails, reply to urgent messages
and then check plan. Next steps are either
edit articles (text and image docs), review
proofs, create/write content and
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My family’s whole life
revolves around playing
in the sea and the coast

Afternoons

Weekend

Post-another hour or so on high tail it back
to office stopping for further foody fuel.
Afternoon’s usually entail more computer
work, and communication with the various
brands/companies we deal with for both
SUP and windsurfing plus applicable
accessories. Have another peruse of forecast
sites, in particular looking at data for follow
on days and into the next week. Start to
formulate plans for these periods. Also
make a plan for late afternoon on this
particular day.

With Saturday rolling round it’s foot off the
gas in terms of computer/emails and such
like with time spent at the beach focused on
family. If weather looking good then kiddy
windsurf/SUP/surf/kayak time. If not good
for the beach then other activities, such as
woody walks, scooting or skateboarding
usually being the order of the day. Fit in
some reading/drawing/colouring play time
as well for the kids.
Lunchtime usually sees our youngest have
a nap so at this point it’s usually me
heading out on the water for some personal
riding while he sleeps. My wife usually gets
a go in the afternoons (sometimes
mornings), should conditions be applicable.

Towards to 16.00, look once again at
weather buoy live readings and maybe
check our local beach webcam. Decide on
whether to hit the beach once again or hold
off (by now I’m usually feeling tired). If it
looks good then a quick boot to the beach
and get a final sesh of the day, maybe
getting more pics and/or thoughts for final
review/test report. If I don’t head back to
water then tick off (time allowing) more
general article/mag tasks.

Afternoons usually comprise of more
activities before a little tipple at one of our
favourite ale houses. We may possibly do
dinner out as well if everything aligning.
Then back home for bath time and bed. If
on water looking particularly good then I
may squeeze an evening session in on
either Sat or Sun. In summer this isn’t a
problem as far as light goes but winter can
make sundowners tricky (although I’ve been
known to go out in the dark before)!

Head to nursery pick up and then home. If
it’s summer, decide on whether to spend
time with kids at the beach or do something
else. For times when conditions allow get
them on/in the water. If winter then get
involved in a different activity, usually
indoors or simply go for a wintry walk.

As you can see mine and my family’s whole
life revolves around playing in the sea and the
coast. Of course, this has to balance with
everyday chores and responsibilities, which is
no different to others. For us, however, it’s
about making SUP fit into our lives whichever
way possible thereby making it a lifestyle
more than anything else. It certainly helps
living on the coast and being an active family.
But where there’s a will there’s a way. How
does SUP into your life? And if this is
obsession then I’m all for it…

Once kids are in bed check emails once
more and decide if anything urgent. If so,
reply. If magazine deadline approaching
then look at article proofs and fine tooth
comb. Around 7:30pm eat dinner with wife
before crashing out on sofa. Just before bed
check forecast sites one last time for the
‘morrow and then sleep.
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* Add our 3K Carbon adjustable paddle for only £100 (RRP £149.00)
* Pro versions available with Carbon rails and Honeycomb Carbon fins for an extra £100.

Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP YogaSUP
£579.00

£599.00

£649.00

£629.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

Cruiser Full Carbon
£799.00
Race

11'x30.5"x6"
£1250.00
Weight-15.5KG
Length-12’6” & 14’
Volume-230lt
Width-25”& 23”
12'6"x31"x6"
Depth to 8.5”
Weight-16.5KG
Weight-10.5 & 11.5kg
Volume-247lt
Volume-275 & 300L
www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/

HYPR Hawaii UK

Behind the brand
Rich Webb
Interview: SUPM
Pics: Alice Wallis, Carl Waveslider Draper
Hypr Hawaii have been on the UK SUP scene for a few seasons now. With
the distinct looking company’s products gaining ever more interest we
caught up Hypr Hawaii UK’s bod Rich Webb to find out more.
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Tell us about Hypr’s history – how did the company come about?
We started making paddleboards because we were also making surfboards & OC-s... Both required same
paddling techniques and a SUP is basically Stand Up Canoe Paddling without the high costs of a an OC1. SUPs required no rigging, are easier to transport, much less fragile and it allowed an all round
waterman to just take one tool to the ocean on top of his vehicle instead of three or four things.
It came naturally to those of us involved in Outrigger paddling that are required to learn how to surf to
get better in racing. We applied the vacuum bagged sandwich skin technology for hollow canoe hulls to
building SUPs because it made sense to make it stronger and lighter. The surfboard world was still very
much stuck in the Polyester resin, Polyurethane foam core wet lamination mentality... all because the
excuse of PU construction gave better flex in a shortboard.
No doubt but in a 21-foot canoe and in those days 11-foot paddleboard. No one will buy or use a flexing
hull in big ocean waters.... the length needed a stiffer construction to stop the flexing. That's why
inflatables today are taking sport backwards... not even the double chambers they doing now are
technically and functionally approximating the early heavy PU versions of SUPs.
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When did you yourself first
come across SUP? Did you
think it looked cool?
A good friend of mine (Lee Miles) kept
putting photos up on Facebook of him
paddleboarding to which I commented on
and he invited me out as he had a couple of
boards at the time. It was January, 07.00 at
Bournemouth pier, freezing cold and choppy
conditions. I spent the whole hour falling off
and climbing back on. Even though I
couldn’t even stand on it I just fell in love.

Where did you first learn to SUP?

character building. My favourite places I’ve
paddled are Kailua, Kona, Gorge du Verdon
and Impossibles Bali, which is where I’m sat
writing this in a hammock along the beach.

Once I had been out twice on my friend’s
board I decided to invest in my own that’s
where Hypr came into the picture and from
there I just met like-minded people and
learnt from them.

Who are your SUP heroes ?
Definitely Kai Lenny. I met him at the big
wave tour at Nazare last year and he was
such a cool guy and took the time to chat
to us in the street. Pure style out on the
waves and doing things no one else was. A
true waterman and living the dream.

Got any fond memories of your
time stand up paddling so far?
I’m yet to find a time where I haven’t
enjoyed a session, even the beatings I’ve
taken on reefs. It’s all been training and
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What about land based activities
– anything that gets you frothing
like a silky offshore wave or flat
water glass?

Where do the ideas for products
come from?
Unlike most we don’t really change our
products year on year, we have something
that works so we keep it the same. We may
mix up the veneers and deckpads but the
hull design stays the same. If it isn’t broke
don’t fix it.

The next closest thing is carving up on fresh
powder in the Alps. I’ve always gone at the
end of January and been so lucky with sun
all day and nearly fresh powder every night.
Also enjoy carving the pavement on my
evolve skateboard which i use nearly every
day. Anything to get the carving sensation.

Tell us about the unique
aesthetic of Hypr Hawaii boards –
in partic the patented channels
that run through each hull?
As for the patented hull design, we had
registered the design after we got into
making bodyboards faster which have a very
short hull as compared to even a shortboard,
longboard, SUP and ultimately a canoe. In
terms of physics a short wide anything will
always be slower than long and narrow. This is
true of any projectile moving in full
hyrdrodynamic or aerodynamic medium..
Since all boards are planing hulls, the obvious
issue is not just the perimeter of the
projectile, it's reducing the surface drag of the
hull over water. The magic place between air
and water: our hull design creates the least
amount of drag when the most air gets under
the board to create lift , thus less water drag
equals more speed. It's just physics.

Talk us through your day to day
responsibilities – is it all
paddling or do you have to do
some work occasionally?
Most of the time from 08.00-16.00 in the
shop packing boards, cutting paddles,
sending out apparel, giving people advice on
the phone, however, I will go out for a paddle
before I open the shop and if the surf is on
then the shop closes and testing must be
done, usually Saunton or Kimmeridge.

What’s been key to Hypr’s
success within SUP?
Hypr was slow to begin with in the UK even
though it had been running in Hawaii and
other places in the world for many years. It
was a new brand in the UK so people are
wary. Once they started seeing boards
being used, especially in surf, they became
curious to why these were different, not
just our classic wood look but the hull
design. Even though it was slow to begin
with I kept on pushing it as I believe they
are the best and most exotic boards on the
planet. Now this is a full time job including
staff and team riders. The more people fall
in love with Hypr the more people see them
and it just goes round and round.
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Why do you think inflatables
are more popular than hard
boards in the UK?
I think inflatables are popular due to the
low price. People don’t generally want to
spend money on a hardboard when they
don’t know if they will even use it that
much. I find most people fall in love with it
and use there inflatable for a season then
once they have found what way they want
to take there.

What’s the plan for the rest
2019? Which areas will you
focus on the most?
We are currently out of stock so we are just
taking pre-orders for our next and biggest
batch yet arriving in November, once they
are here then the long days begin of
getting everyone’s boards out to them as
well as setting up for our international
trade stands heading all of Europe.

Tell us about how Hypr will be
developing moving forwards…
Stepping forward we will be keeping surf
and all round shapes the same and now
have a 12’6 and 14’ race boards coming
over which will be a first here in the UK. We
will definitely be making a scene next
season in the race categories.

What’s your most popular piece
of equipment?
Our Pono range is our most popular board,
great all round boards which come in 3
sizes, 9’0, 10’0 and 11’0, great for surfing
and the 11’ is a great tourer as well with
220L and 32” of width.

Give us your thoughts on SUP
kit in general.
In my opinion you get what you pay for:
i.e a full carbon one-piece paddle will have
no comparison to a three-piece
adjustable, most people buy cheap to
begin with and then upgrade to the
lightest and strongest they can afford to
make there paddling experience as easy
and productive as can be.

Talk to us about your personal
quiver – what are you using?
I personally have seven boards including a
foil board but mainly I use my 9’0 pono in
waves where I can carve and my 12’6 gun
to do distance, flat water or weak waves.

Where’s your local spot? What
does it offer SUP boarders?

Is it just waves or are you happy
paddling all waters?

My local is Bournemouth and Kimmeridge.
Bournemouth can be good over the winter
but will be massively crowded so if you can’t
turn you should start a bit further away from
the pier. During the flat period Bournemouth
can be a haven on a hot sunny day to do
some serious distance from south down to
Sandbanks. Kimmeridge is epic for waves, it
can handle the size and if you paddle down
to Yellows you can just hang around with
sups. Local knowledge is needed, it’s very
localised and it’s reef so you can get hurt and
board snappage is definitely a thing there.
100% not for beginners.

I get out on the water several times a week
regardless of weather as you can always
downwind, long distance or surf. I run with a
couple of friends a non profit club called
Bournemouth SUP club so every Thursday.
We take people out in the sea and rivers to
get them out paddling so that will usually
be my leisurely paddle for the week and
then training the other days.

Got any burning SUP ambitions
outside of your normal routine?
Eventually I’d love to SUP foil the Molokai 2
Oahu challenge but still a few years away yet.

Any plans to hit up locations
further afield?

Shouts and thanks?
Big mahalo to Ian and Lauren in Hawaii for
creating such a unique and insanely fast
design of boards. Massive mahalo to
everyone who has bought a Hypr and then
become friends, you have all helped push
the brand along here in the UK and Europe
which means we can continue to bring
these world class exotic boards over here.

Next on the list will be Oahu and Maui as
I’ve never visited there and conditions look
great for all types of paddling.

Describe your dream destination
– why does it tick the boxes?
Definitely Uluwatu, Bali, which I will be
heading to in a few days. Big long lefts that
are steep and hollow, boiling hot sun and
tropical waters. What else could you need?
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protect yourself from the elements
www.liquidsports.co.uk

Wings #2
Further adventures with
wind power
Words: SUPM
Pics: SUPM/Nick Kingston
Following on from last issue’s article about first time wings
we return to the power of wind once more but from a terra
firma point of view. SUPM has covered land paddling
extensively, so with the addition of a wing, it makes perfect
sense to utilise a form of land paddling craft (in this
instance a mountain board) with the Naish Wing Surfer
replacing the ‘paddle’. If you’re looking at getting to grips
with wings and thinking about how to utilise them then
this article may provide inspiration.
One thing we’ve learned from our initial forays into the burgeoning discipline of
wing surfing is that you need wind. For sure, anyone thinking of foiling with a
wing, in lighter airs, will probably get there with practice. But don’t be fooled by
the online vids and images doing the rounds of feather like riders getting going
in 10-12 knots!
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As with everything, wings need time to
dial into. We’ve learned this from our
own on water experiences. And there’s
no better way to understand the wing
than using on land first – especially if
you don’t come from a wind sports
background. Plus, wings are bona fide
good for skate/mountain/land paddle
boards anyway, regardless of whether
you plan on going afloat or not.

We chose a mountain board with
footstraps as our sled of choice but you
may choose something without straps
and a clear deck space. We’ll not lie, we
did stack it a few times so being able to
remove your feet from the board,
without having straps to contend with,
may build confidence. If you’re happy
with straps then this can actually
enhance security aboard.

But, as stated above, you do need some
puff. There’s a degree of friction cause
by the board being in contact with the
ground. And generating momentum can
seem impossible without solid breeze.
It’s certainly doable with practice but
starting with 18 or so knots is a good
way to begin.

Next up is find a smooth, flat surface,
that’s open to clean air. Bumpy roads,
uphill routes and obstacles blocking the
wind won’t do you any favours. As soon as
you near any object, such as building or
shrubbery, the wing loses its efficiency.
Our choice of venue was beachside, yet
passing behind parked vehicles caused
noticeable depowering with the wing.
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Sweet spot
Following a few back and forth runs
confidence increased. There’s a defined
sweet spot the wing needs to be held in for
it to work as designed. Come off axis and
you run the risk of the tip dipping and the
whole wing folding back on you. This isn’t
any cause for concern in terms of safety
but it does mean the wing rubs along a
harsh surface thereby running the risk of
picking up damage. With equal pressure in
both hands and the wing full of wind and
not flapping, you’ll be propelled along no
question. And with good technique riders
will move briskly. Getting used to the
board beforehand my therefore be a good
idea as sketchy speed wobbles aren’t
exactly great for confidence!
As the wind increased during the session
things started to get more and more fun.
Board speed steadily increased with gust
strength and we were able to use the wing
to keep us up rather than having to focus
on keeping the wing up. Distance over
ground also increased and it was all smiles.
For turning it should be noted that you
need considerable space to manoeuvre
downwind, carving the board progressively
whilst working on keeping the wing in its
correct position. If you’re not given

enough room then slowing down, turning
your gear round and heading back in the
direction of travel will be order of the day.
For those with space, however, carving
through an arcing turn is a good way to
get your muscle memory sorted. It’s an
especially good method of learning the
move if you’re also planning on heading
out afloat.

however, then as annoying as any damage
is, wings are super easy to repair with
patches available to sort the dings.
Alternatively there are sail and kite
repairers around who’ll do a pro job that
won’t break the bank.

Before long we were considering what else
to attempt with the wing giving power and
drive. Any trick orientated rider will have
already clocked the other uses footstraps
give. You’d be right in thinking air time is
achievable and that’s exactly what we
started going for. At first just little pops
but it wasn’t long before higher jumps and
180 rotations were on the menu.

A few crashes
Hands up, we crashed a few times, and
there’s no question hard tarmac isn’t as
kind on skin as water. If, however, you have
any degree of previous air time experience
then you not find pops and aerial swivels
too much trouble. Just be aware, as before,
that if your wing does hit the deck, then
it’s not going to stand up to too much
gravel abuse. It’s pretty easy to rip the sail
cloth material and even put a puncture in
the inflatable strut. Should the happen
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All in we learnt loads from our time
dabbling with terra firma board and wings.
It’s certainly another angle to come at
SUP from. Perhaps in the dead of winter
you don’t fancy getting wet. Well, here’s
an alternative to help you while away the
hours when harsh weather swoops in and
halts your stand up progress.

A host of applications
There are a whole host of applications for
these wing surfers, with skateboards being
just one. If you’re intrigued, and fancy
learning more, then have a root around
online for the many vids and pics
currently doing their time. Who knows you
may find another aspect that pricks your
interest and inspires you to get involved.
Big thanks to Nick Kingston for allowing us
to use his toys and see what’s possible
with his Naish Wing Surfer and MBR
mountain board. Stay tuned for more from
the world of wings and how that could
potentially fit your SUP life…
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SUP Mag UK’s test station. If you want
your product reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email: tezwoz1@hotmail.co.uk

b o a r d s

Gear shed
Try it… you might like it! –
Exocet X-Longboard 11’5

Price:
€2,290

s h e d : h a r d

Info:

kg ie t a r

also note the fin set up which features two
configurations: one setting for
manoeuvrability and another for more
straight lining. Exocet do a great thing
in providing both types of fin for each
job.

Designed as both a longboard style SUP AND windsurf sled the XLongboard 11’5 is a performance cross over tool that’ll appeal to those
who indulge in multi-disciplines.

www.exocetoriginal.com/en/xlongboard.php

Exocet’s X-11’5 is certainly one of the
most high performance longboards
we’ve tested to date – in SUP and wind
mode. With planing performance firmly
on the cards this beast comes at the
windsurfing version of longboarding
from a more surfing orientated stance.
As such, the X-11’5 is a longboard wave
board as well as blaster! From a stand
up POV it’s on the narrower side with
manoeuvrability in mind. Intermediate
paddlers may find it slightly ‘tippy’
whereas advanced sweepers will find no
probs piloting it round on the flat.

The brushed blue carbon of the X11’5 ensures it stands out with good
looks whilst its ample nose rocker
also sets it apart. During our time
testing there was all manner of
interest which tells you something…
On a wave or small swell it’s a turny
beast when stood right on the tail.
For anyone liking a bit of toes over
action you’ll be well accommodated
with non-slip slapped right up to the
front.
In windy mode it’s pretty quick. And
for anyone who fancies punting air
time then this is doable. There’s not as
much control issue as we thought –
boosting is actually fun. As far as
manoeuvrability goes it’s loosey goosey
through gybes.

There’s nothing new about step tails (or
duck tails) but it’s still an eye catching
design trait. Created to increase the
board’s waterline at rest, and reduce it
upon lifting/planing essentially you
almost get two boards in one. We should

CONCLUSION
We’ll not lie: Exocet’s XLongboard 11’5 will be Marmite
for some with its unique feel. For
our money it’s an example of a
different kind of windy board
that delivers big on the smile
factor. For stand ups, the 11’5’s
performance wave riding
prowess is second to none, albeit
with a longboard flavour. Take it
for a bump ‘n’ jump blast; sling it
at a wave or two or even go for a
light wind paddle in SUP mode
on the flat. Definitely worth
checking out before passing
judgement.
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The first thing you notice is just how light the
Vida 8’11 is. Criticisms of weight have
certainly been addressed. Yet it’s not so light
that riders won’t get some kind of
momentum sliding down a wave.
(We’ve talked about weight in the
past citing that sometimes a
little is no bad thing). Yet the
Vida is right on the money. A
joy to carry it’s carbon lay
up and appealing livery
only add to the picture.

Price:
£749

Interestingly all fin box
option are FCS, rather
than having the more
common centrally located
US version. This suggests
waves being the order of the
day and is something we
like. Set as a quad, thruster or
twin to spin your own surf
slaying flavour.

Info:
https://fatstickboards.com
/shop/811-vida-v2-wavesup/

CONCLUSION
FS’s Vida 8’11 will appeal to
many. Being just the right side
of performance usability for
progressing SUP surfers, yet
having plenty of va va voom for
experienced riders it’s a sled
that’ll cover many different
wave scenarios. It’s bang on
weight wise and looks good to
boot. And the performance you
get, whatever school of ripping
you come from, will
accommodate. We confirm this
is one of Fatstick’s most
defining shapes to date.
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That pulled out nose helps
massively with glide, allowing
the Vida to ramp up speed
quickly and drop into waves fairly
early. Once sliding that speed
helps it drive down the line, on
slack swells as well as waves with
more oomph. The rails bite and it’s
super easy to get on the tail for
spray chucking.
Depending on your
preference the Vida 8’11
can be gouged hard on
its rails or squirted new
school style from the
tail. It’s not a parallel
rail, stubby type
board but you can get
all skatey if you
fancy. Power moves,
however, were our
preference with plenty
off drive off the bottom
to enable lips hits aplenty.
Stylistically you’re covered
from all angles with the Fatstick
Vida 8’11.

b o a r d s

The board’s gunny nose gives the board
a playful feel paddling from the beach, It’s

not unstable, as there’s ample tail
width to help keep rider up. Plus
the Vida’s secondary stability is
good. But you’re under no
illusions the 8’11 wants to ride.

s h e d : h a r d

It’s been a pleasure watching Bournemouth based Fatstick evolve
over the last few years. Having been with them since their early
forays each season FS’s kit has improved dramatically, yet still
retaining that user appeal, and affordability, that makes them
appealing. Fatstick’s Hard Case, reviewed last issue, was well
received, but with the arrival of their latest surf SUP toy – the Vida –
the ante is upped once again.

kg ie t a r

V ava voom! –
Fatstick Vida 8’11 x 32” x 144L 2020

Ride ‘em Ponyo –
Hypr Hawaii 9’ x 31” x 4”

Price:
£1495

Info:
http://hyprnalu.co.uk

white water climbs and before long riders will
be deposited out back.

In past seasons boards wider than (roughly)
30” have been slightly less agile and in some
instances have felt sluggish. Especially when
thrown at swell with turning in mind. With SUP
development being rapid it’s perfectly
applicable to own a board that’s on the
(perceived) wider scale yet find it carves and
whips around without issue these days,
however.

Picking up waves is pretty easy. Hypr’s distinct
hull design certainly aids with this as it gives
drive and speed when putting the hammer
down. Dropping quickly, even on small surf,
allows rail biting turns off the bottom and the
board carries that speed even if rider
technique isn’t bang on. As such it’d make a
good tutoring platform for anyone looking to
step up in waves as well as remaining on point
for experienced paddlers.

Hopping aboard Hypr’s Pono 9’9 and this is
certainly the case. It’s stable but there’s also a
manoeuvrable beast just waiting to be
unleashed. You can feel this from simply
paddling on waveless seas.

Keeping the Pono on rail top turns can be
aggressive or mellow. Choose your style:
longboard flavour or shred head turns. It really
does accommodate. If flat, tail squirt turns are
more your thing then possibly the brand’s
Coffee Table sled is the one for you – stay
tuned on that as we’ll hopefully be able to
confirm soon.

Being just shy of 10’ means there’s decent
glide, so punching out through the break is
hassle free. Hypr’s Pono also displays good
speed with its slightly drawn out nose being
efficient at knifing through flotsam. There’s
enough stability to aid successfully steep

CONCLUSION
Hypr Hawaii’s Pono 9 is a userfriendly, but no less performance
based, stand up paddle board that’ll
appeal to a wide and varied
audience. Whether you’re a hardened
surf shredder looking for a midlength board to add to your quiver or
a platform that’ll allow progression
this could be for you. As usual Hypr’s
distinct looks are appreciated and
you’ll certainly get interest on the
beach if you choose this SUP toy.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

This is the second Pono from distinctive Hawaiian brand Hypr
Hawaii we’ve tested. This time round the 9’ is what we’ve laid
hands on. Waves are firmly in mind with this sled although there
shouldn’t be any reason not to use the Pono for some flat water
cruising as well.
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Aqua Inc.’s Dio crossover surfboard/SUP surf sled is a unique concept that
hopes to straddle both paddle wielding and non-paddle surfing disciplines.
A difficult ask due to the bio-mechanics of both disciplines being slightly
different. After all, one requires to rider to be already standing and paddling
with a ‘tool’ in his/her hand whilst the other requires a prone take off.

Price:
€1149
Red Rail €1039
Carbon €1389

Its secret lies in the sharp, boxy rails and fairly
wide tail. Said rails give it a degree of
secondary stability which helps paddlers keep
upright. There’s also a nifty double concave
worked in the hull that aids lift as soon as
riders put a paddle stroke in. With momentum
the tail lifts and the board settles right down.

Info:
www.aqua-inc.com

In surf mode there’s just enough reduced width
to make prone paddling comfortable. Too wide
and your arms would be stretched out wide
making it tiring. And whilst lying down there
are no issues with balance. After all, from a

surfboard POV AQ’s Dio is a hefty surfboard
with these dimensions, yet it does work.
Back to SUP mode and once at the take off
that early lift helps with picking up swells. It’s
drops in pretty early for a lower
volume/narrower board. And once on a face it
locks in and glides beautifully. Surprisingly it’s
not as flighty as you’d think displaying a
decent level of bite in the rail thereby allowing
very controlled turns. Of course, if you want to
chuck some spray then you can, but likewise
it swoops and glides with the best of ‘em.
In surfboard guise it isn’t as loose as a
conventional proner but you can still wang it
about in some juice and have fun. And because
of its bulked up volume and width (when
compared to other prone surf vehicles) catching
and gliding on waves is much more efficient.

s h e d : h a r d

First off, in SUP mode, the sub-120L volume
and 28’ inches of width may be off putting for
many as this falls in the category of ‘small
SUP’. But when compared to some of the
previous high performance surf SUPs we
tested over the years Aqua’s Dio is one of the
easiest to get to grip with.

kg ie t a r

X (over) marks the spot –
Aqua Inc Xover SUP/surfboard 9' x 28"

CONCLUSION
So does Aqua Inc’s Dio crossover
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work as both surfboard and SUP
surf machine? In short, yes!
We’ll lie though. Progressing
SUPers with limited experience
will need some time to dial in to
the lower volume and narrower
width. Surfers meanwhile will
find it a more progressive carver
than their usual sled. That said
there’s a lot of benefit from
riding both as a SUP or
surfboard. More waves in
surfboard mode being one, with
increased manoeuvrability in
SUP mode being the other. Aqua
Inc have therefore done a pretty
good job combining the two.
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Spritely flight –
O’Shea GTE 13’ x 31” X 340L HPX
Following on from last issue’s test of O’Shea’s 9’8 ultra light weight HPX model we
turn the spotlight on the brand’s equally feather like 13’ GTE inflatable touring SUP.
We’ve used the GTE before, to good effect, but this version is certainly the least
weighty. In fact, for a 13’ long board it’s perfectly applicable for mere mortals to
grab the centrally located carrying handle and lift flat – with the fin attached. This
mightn’t be the case should you load it with gear but then
that’s to be expected. For general transport and moving,
however, this lack of weight is welcome.

Price:

For straight lining standing a little
further forwards to engage the
nose aids tracking. Glide is
effortless and while the board
does display deflection it’s
actually located a little way back
from the paddler’s standing
position making for greater
efficiency on the flat.

Having inflated venturing to the put
in is easy work. It’s worth
considering a board like this if
you’re having to walk a way before
reaching your launch spot. There’s
no accounting for arriving to
paddle without breaking a sweat.
Being for the actual job in and is
more important than trekking
miles, carrying your gear, after all.

It’s also quick. Putting the
hammer down yields decent
speed with it chomping through
flotsam if sweeping from the
forwards position mentioned
above. And quick spinning pivot
turns are super rewarding –
particular if riders move back
quick smart with momentum
and chuck a broad sweep
stroke in.

£929

Info:
https://osheasup.com/oshe
a-gte-hpx-inflatable-sup/

As with the 9’8 O’Shea’s HPX
technology means the GTE sits
slightly higher on the water than
in the past. It floats as opposed to
displaces resulting in a lively feel.
There’s plenty of stability, however,
with secondary also being good and
thereby giving anxious paddlers
confidence. The floaty nature of the
GTE makes it easy to manoeuvre and
switch directions.

CONCLUSION
You can’t argue with O’Shea’s
HPX technology. The light
feeling nature of these well
manufactured boards will help
them find favour with many.
In fact, because of this it’s
possible longer boards may be
more of interest to riders
where in the past additional
length, and therefore weight,
may have been off putting.
With a longer board the gains
are certainly noticeable in
terms of straight line speed,
glide and tracking. If you’re
looking for an efficient
touring SUP, that’s versatile
and fun to use, O’Shea’s GTE
13’ could fit the bill.
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Initial wings –
McConks Wings 4m/5m prototype
Throughout SUPM’s entire existence we’ve been credited with having
wide SUP product knowledge. Hence our tests/reviews have always
been well received and supported by brands. In particular we’ve had
regular opportunity to test prototypes and whilst creating content
off the back provide valuable R&D/feedback. A case in point is
McConks’ new wing concept tested here.

Price:
TBC

Info:
www.mcconks.com

Whilst foiling will certainly be a consideration
with the McConks there’s also a beady eye
being cast on developing non-foiling
performance. This has been shouted about to
a degree by other wing brands but there are
tricky elements to combat if you’re wanting a
wing to displace as opposed to foil – the
obvious and most commonly talked about
issue being upwind performance.
The McConks wing is standard fayre with a
leading edge strut and a middle one. Either
side is the actual ‘sail’ cloth with various hand
loops located along each inflatable bladder –
three can be found right on the nose to aid
starting and transitions. There’s a shut off

CONCLUSION
For anyone with windsurfing
experience (or kiting) winging
in non-foiling mode may feel
pedestrian. In this instance
you’d be wise to learn to foil
and then use the McConks in
that guise, of which it does the
job (although we’ll admit we
need more time as we’re not
wing experts yet!). If you’re a
non-windy type, looking for
something to combat breezy
days, it’s a nice product to get
you afloat. Practise makes
perfect but McConks’ wing is
light and quick to get a grip of.
Stay tuned for more…
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valve between each
strut which has
been placed in
case one bladder
should fail.
Inflating is quick and easy with a standard
iSUP pump, using a supplied connector. This
can be lost easily so care will be needed. Once
pumped up both the 4m and 5m have a
decent amount of shape. With enough wind
this shape is held as pressure in the wing
allows the rider to be supported. For the
4m you need around 18 knots whereas the 5m
works in a lower wind band.
Keeping pressure in the wing, but having the
correct sheeting angle to the wind is key. The
sweet spot is easily lost so time getting
familiar prior to on water sessions is a must.
In powered conditions, with a non-foiling
board, it’s possible to go back and forth fairly
comfortably. Work will be needed to keep
windward. In this instance a board with a
daggerboard or middle fin will help stop drift.
In terms of substituting a paddle, however, it
certainly does the job at this stage.

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

Wings are getting
LOTS of
attention
currently.
While they’re
promoted as versatile it’s certainly the foiling
element that’s garnering most coverage.
Brands from all corners of the watersports
spectrum are now stepping up to produce
their own so it’s interesting to see and hear
what a mainly iSUP brand are aiming for.

speed now and up on the foil only problem was
the waist high chop. It seemed really easy
getting up on the foil going towards the chop
but not coming back in. I'm guessing the
forward motion of the swells/chop increased
the apparent speed over the foil helping lift.
Coming back in the chop decreased my
apparent board speed. After half hour I was
shattered.

Sling it! –
Slingshot Slingwing 4.2m Classic

Price:
£799

Info:
www.slingshotsports.com/
Slingwing-Classic-V1

Session 2 in flatter water but same wind –
foiling both directions. As soon as you’re foiling
the fighting stops and the beast is tamed. With
board speed the wind flows over the wing and
the aerodynamics start to work creating lift
which helps no end allowing you to call on
whatever power is required which really isn't
much. Being up on the foil gives you an extra 2'
of clearance below the tip of the wing which
helps with
manoeuvring.

After a lifetime of windsurfing, surfing, a lot of
kiting and kite foiling I thought the wing thing
was going to be easy. I'm always up for giving
something new a chance especially when there
is huge potential and room to evolve just like
both windsurfing and kiting did. So I took the
wing out
for the first
time in
maybe 12
knots
thinking
easy. It all felt
wrong, maybe
hindered from my
windsurfing expecting
the thing to stay where it
should. It's hard enough to stand
on a small SUP without a paddle to aid balance
let alone holding one of these things (at first).

Session 3. High
tide, cross off
and 20 knots.
This is where it all
started coming
together. TOTALLY
ADDICTED! Gusty winds
but straight onto the foil
and gliding through the lulls and
dead patches with ease. Gybing with the
Slingshot Infinity 84 front wing is easy (stay
tuned for a review of that – ed).

I'm going to call this session 1 because I took
the wing out in 18 knots and at 94kg on the
slingshot 7'6 Outwit with the 4.2m Slingshot
Slingwing this was the only way I was going to
be able to have the wing hold me up instead of
me hold the wing up. Success! Decent board

Session 4. 20 knots cross shore. Mid tide so
nice and flat. The foil allows you to go really
close to the wind offering the opportunity to
explore up and down the coast so I headed
upwind to get use to carving downwind with
zero power in the wing.

CONCLUSION
There’s not much to go wrong
or break so as long as you wear
a helmet it will be super easy
to pack down and paddle back.
The wing definitely has a
special space in the van from
now on. Great construction
and super easy to assemble. I
love the Slingwing!

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

Words: Kev Sadler
Pics: Nick Kingston
Not necessarily a test per se, instead with this particular review we
asked Kevin Sadler to give us his take on Slingshot’s Slingwing
4.2m Classic and his experiences of wing foiling to date.
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Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360
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Board & SUP

Britain north to south
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Buoyed up –
Aqua Inc. Hero flotation vest

…While the iron’s hot… –
Ocean Specific Strike SX1 paddle

w w w. a q u a - i n c . c o m

w w w. o c e a n s p e c i f i c . c o m

Utilising similar technology to tried and tested inflation the
lycra garment features inner pouches where a deflated tube
sits. Should the wearer some additional buoyancy then
he/she simply grabs the pull chord, gives it a yank, and the
CO2 cartridge does its thing inflating the inner tube and
giving the rider support.

This isn’t the first time we’ve featured product from big
time UK SUP scene supporting brand Ocean Specific.
Their range of high line apparel was reviewed a few
seasons back, in partic OS’s Kaha amphibious tee
finding favour with SUPM’s team. In light of the
Ocean Specific now retailing hardware, however, we
thought it worth a look at their Strike SX1 SUP
paddle.

Rather than being located in a bum bag/waist belt the fact
the flotation tube sits inside a vest that’s already being worn
by the user is a big tick. This means there’s no chance of
losing the float and becoming separated. Instead it’s already
on the wearer, so to speak.

s h e d : p a d d l e s

As an addition the Hero, with tube in deflated mode, doubles
as an additional piece of layering to help protect against the
elements. If the weather’s fair then it can be used as a stand
alone rashvest until you need to inflate. Whereas in colder
weather the Hero can be placed over the top of wetsuits in a
similar manner.
The heavy duty front zip is strong and robust with it able to
stand up to the rigours of surf environments, for instance,
whereas the additional adjustable buckle helps keep the
Hero snug and well fitting. It’s comfortable, doesn’t hinder
paddling and can be used for multiple watersports scenarios
not just SUP.

CONCLUSION
A neat take on the whole personal floatation point Aqua Inc’s
Hero float coat/vest is a worth addition to any paddler’s kit
box. It’ll do as a stand along rash vest but should you need to
deploy the air tube inside then you have a confidence
inspiring way of keeping your head above water. We will say,
as with waist mounted float tubes, the user needs to be
conscious for it to work. But should paddlers become
separated from their boards then it’s a great way of keeping
above the brine. And the pockets are able to accommodate a
means of getting assistance, such as storing a mobile phone,
so another tick in the box there.

g e a r

Price: €189

kg ie t a r
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Aqua Inc. continue to impress us with their offerings, in
this instance we’re talking personal floatation and the
brand’s nifty flotation vest.

First off is just how polished a finish the SX1 boasts. Full
carbon Kevlar with a matte red thread affect makes the
aesthetic highly pleasing. In fact, the finish is so good
it’s a shame to put blade to water and therefore run the
risk of scuffing. But, it’s a SUP paddle not wall art…
Being at the more performance end of the spectrum
there’s rigidity running along the whole shaft. This
mean power deliver is sharp and the paddle responds
firmly to strokes and cadence. A pronounced dihedral
sits spine like through the middle of the squared off
blade, on both the face and rear. Water sheds evenly
and each plunge of the blade is efficient without flutter.
From catch to recovery it’s an efficient machine and
we loved its knifing properties through the air as the
rider brings his/her weapon back for more (if
feathered correctly). As such if you want speed and
drive with your paddling then look no further. The SX1
is a tool fit for the job, whether that be race or surf,
which when you consider OS’s focal points within the
sport makes complete sense.
One particular joyful discovery is the paddle’s swing
weight, located lower down, makes for full power
wrapping rail to rail transitions through turns. Yet
even with this trait helping riders can halt the move
at will, bringing everything back to a point where the
blade’s ready to be buried again. It’s an effective
weapon that’s for sure.

CONCLUSION
Sometimes brands that cross over from nonhardware products to retailing specific tools of the
trade do so without putting much thought into the
actual performance of each item – at least at first.
Not so here with Ocean Specific’s Strike SX1 paddle.
There’s a lot of R&D gone in which you can feel when
using. As such it won’t just benefit recreational
paddlers. Any SUPer worth their salt, whether they
indulge in purely recreational sweeping or
something more hardcore, needs a good paddle –
that’s fact. And from SUPM’s POV you’d do much
worse than choose the Strike SX1 from Ocean Specific.
Price: £229
https://www.oceanspecific.com/collections/
leashes/products/strike-sx-paddle
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